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Introduction to the California Standards for the Teaching Profession
Overview
California Standards for the Teaching
Profession 2009
A growing body of research confirms that the
quality of teaching is what matters most for students’
development and learning in schools. Teaching is a
professional endeavor, one in which effective practice is
driven by an understanding of knowledge in the field
and a commitment to all students and their families.
Excellent teaching requires knowledge, skills, artistry,
passion, and commitment. Effective teachers integrate
the following: (1) ethical concern for children and
society; (2) extensive subject matter competence; (3)
thoughtfully selected pedagogical practices; and (4)
a depth of knowledge about their students, including
knowledge of child and adolescent development
and learning; an understanding of their individual
strengths, interests, and needs; and knowledge about
their families and communities.
Effective teaching requires careful crafting of
learning communities built on trust and respect, as
well as routines, expectations, resources, and strategies
that support diverse students’ intellectual engagement
in learning. Effective teaching happens through
thoughtful planning focused on defined outcomes
for student learning and leveraging of teachable
moments. Effective teaching is revealed in the ways
in which teachers respond to the strengths and needs
of individual students while engaging and supporting
all students in their learning. Effective teaching is a
form of inquiry wherein teachers use evidence and
analysis of students’ strengths and struggles, and
their own performance, to guide their practice in
support of student learning. Effective teaching relies

on engagement within a professional community.
Moreover, effective teaching requires the ability to
successfully integrate elements of the professional
knowledge base in the service of learning, growth,
and development of diverse students across varying
contexts. Finally, effective teachers share a common
set of professional and ethical obligations that includes
a profound and fundamental commitment to the
growth and success of the individual students within
their care as well as to the strengthening and continual
revitalization of our democratic society.
The California Standards for the Teaching
Profession (CSTP) are intended to provide a common
language and a vision of the scope and complexity of
the profession by which all teachers can define and
develop their practice. The standards seek to serve
and support professional educators in fulfilling their
professional roles and responsibilities from pre-service
teacher to experienced practitioner. The standards
are not set forth as regulations to control the specific
actions of teachers, but rather to guide teachers as
they develop, refine, and extend their practice. The
CSTP have been used for a variety of purposes,
including the following:
t UPQSPNQUSFìFDUJPOBCPVUTUVEFOUMFBSOJOHBOE
teaching practice;
t UPGPSNVMBUFQSPGFTTJPOBMHPBMTUPJNQSPWFUFBDIJOH
practice in support of student learning; and
t UPHVJEF NPOJUPS BOEBTTFTTUIFQSPHSFTTPGB
teacher’s practice toward professional goals.
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A Holistic and Developmental
Vision of Teaching
The CSTP comprise a set of standards for the
teaching profession in six interdependent domains of
practice. While the standards are addressed separately
in this document, teaching, as defined above, is clearly
a holistic and integrated endeavor, consisting of the
complex combination of interrelated parts. Teaching
and learning are affected by many factors that are both
intrinsic and external to the classroom. A vision of
effective teaching equitably distributed in service of
California’s diverse student populations must therefore
emphasize relationships among multiple aspects of
teaching and learning.
Teaching is more than methodology. A teacher’s
understandings of student development, of families
and communities, of subject matter and curriculum,
and of instructional methods, strategies, and resources
are ultimately linked to how the teacher plans and
implements instruction and assesses student learning.
Ethical, philosophical, and theoretical understandings
of learning and teaching empower teachers to make
thoughtful, informed decisions about instructional
strategies and ways to support students’ learning
and development. The California Standards for the
Teaching Profession are broad and interconnected
because the professional practice of teaching must be
understood comprehensively as a complex, dynamic
process in which practical and conceptual elements are
woven together in a seamless fabric.
Teachers’ knowledge, skills, and practices
develop throughout their professional careers and
across changing contexts. To engage and challenge a
diverse student population in a rapidly changing and
increasingly technological world, effective teachers
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require continuous professional growth. Teachers are
never “finished” as professional learners, no matter
how extensive or excellent their formal education,
preparation, and experience. If teachers’ expertise,
capabilities, and accomplishments are to be enriched
PWFSUJNF UIFZNVTUCFSFìFDUJWFBOEBDUJWFMZTFFLUP
strengthen and augment their professional knowledge,
skills, and perspectives in support of student learning.
A developmental view of teaching gives particular
attention to the early years of each teacher’s career.
Beginning teachers move forward in their professional
practice in a variety of ways, developing at different
rates in different areas of teaching, just as students
develop at individual rates in different curricular
areas. Effective support, mentorship, assessment, and
advanced study during the early years of teaching
(including teacher preparation) are essential to a
beginning teacher’s development and success in the
profession.
Individual teachers enter and advance through
the profession at different levels of experience and
expertise, in varied roles, and in varying contexts. The
policies and practices of teacher preparation programs,
certification bodies, and school districts must be
guided by clear and realistic standards regarding
professional performance. The CSTP describe a
vibrant vision of practice for the teaching profession.
Teachers across the profession with varied levels of
prior preparation and experience -- and the mentors,
colleagues, and supervisors who support them -- will
find the standards useful to guide their developing
practice. The California Standards for the Teaching
1SPGFTTJPOSFìFDUBEFWFMPQNFOUBMWJFXPGUFBDIJOH 
and are an integral part of California’s efforts to foster
excellence in teaching and learning.

Context of Teaching in California

Professional educators in California serve an
increasingly diverse population of students. This
diversity among students greatly enriches and enlivens
the educational experience for teachers and students
alike. Therefore, there is a critical need for teachers
who are responsive to the varied socio-cultural,
racial, religious, ethnic, linguistic, and economic
backgrounds of all students and who consider how
learning differences and abilities, gender and gender
identity, family structure, sexual orientation, and other
BTQFDUTPGIVNBOLJOEJOìVFODFMFBSOJOHBOEUFBDIJOH
The California Standards for the Teaching
Profession support the creation of classroom
communities and curricula in which students with
varying backgrounds, learning styles, strengths,
interests, needs and abilities are engaged and
challenged as learners. The use of the term “all
TUVEFOUTwUISPVHIPVUUIFTUBOEBSETEPDVNFOUSFìFDUT
a commitment to the education of the full spectrum
of students and the need for teachers to continually
strengthen their understanding of students, families,
and communities.
The standards also value the diversity of teachers’
backgrounds, perspectives, skills, knowledge, and
practices. Teaching is not a profession in which
a single approach to professional practice will be
effective for all practitioners in all contexts. Although
the standards articulate a common vision of excellence
in teaching, different teachers have different ways of
enacting the standards effectively. By respecting the
diverse ways in which teachers pursue excellence in
professional practice, schools enrich and enhance the
education of all students.
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History of the California
Standards for the Teaching
Profession

Since their inception in the 1990s, the CSTP
IBWFCFFOXJEFMZJOìVFOUJBMJO$BMJGPSOJBQPMJDZ
and practice. Beginning Teacher Support and
Assessment (BTSA) programs have used the CSTP to
develop formative assessment systems that facilitate
beginning teacher practice. The Teaching Performance
Expectations (TPE) and the related summative
Teaching Performance Assessment (TPA), both aligned
with the CSTP, are used in pre-service preparation.
Additionally, teacher preparation programs, schools,
and school districts, as well as individual teachers,
teacher educators, and other educational professionals
IBWFVUJMJ[FEUIF$451UPQSPNQUSFìFDUJPO GPSNVMBUF
professional goals, guide, monitor, and assess the
progress of a teacher’s practice, and promote the
improvement of teaching in support of student learning.
The current version of the CSTP (2009) has been
developed to respond to changes in the context for
teaching and learning in California over the past decade
and to address the pressing needs of an increasingly
diverse P-12 student body. Particular attention has been
paid to revising language related to student learning,
assessment practices, and equitable pedagogy designed
to address English learners and students with diverse
learning needs. This updated version of the CSTP also
looks forward to the future of teaching and learning
in the 21st century where traditional classrooms and
contexts are likely to be transformed through innovative
technologies and globalized connections. The CSTP
continue to set forth a vision for the teaching profession
-- one that is sustainable, engaging, and fulfilling for
those intent on teaching careers.
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Organization of the Standards

The CSTP are organized around six interrelated
domains of teaching practice. The following are the
six standards:
t &OHBHJOHBOE4VQQPSUJOH"MM4UVEFOUTJO-FBSOJOH
t $SFBUJOHBOE.BJOUBJOJOH&êFDUJWF&OWJSPONFOUT
GPS4UVEFOU-FBSOJOH
t 6OEFSTUBOEJOHBOE0SHBOJ[JOH4VCKFDU.BUUFSGPS
4UVEFOU-FBSOJOH
t 1MBOOJOH*OTUSVDUJPOBOE%FTJHOJOH-FBSOJOH
Experiences for All Students
t "TTFTTJOH4UVEFOUTGPS-FBSOJOH
t %FWFMPQJOHBTB1SPGFTTJPOBM&EVDBUPS
Together these six standards represent a
developmental, holistic view of teaching and are
intended to meet the needs of increasingly diverse
teachers and students in California.
In this document, each standard is introduced in
a narrative description that portrays an accomplished
level of professional teaching. Following the narrative
description, each standard is organized into a set of
big ideas or elements that identify key areas within
that particular domain of teaching. Each element
JTGVSUIFSJMMVTUSBUFEXJUISFìFDUJWFRVFTUJPOTUIBU
encourage teachers to explore aspects of teaching
practice throughout their careers. In order to foster
POHPJOHSFìFDUJPOBOEJOTJHIUTJOUPUFBDIJOH UIF
questions are introduced with the stems, “How do
I...” and “Why do I...” and are meant to encourage
teachers to examine the rationale -- the ethical,
philosophical, empirical, and theoretical bases -- for
central aspects of their teaching.

ɨFSFìFDUJWFRVFTUJPOTXJUIJOFBDIFMFNFOU
address a sample of the important facets of teaching.
They do not represent all the possible issues or aspects
involved in effective teaching. Therefore, the questions
should not be seen as checklists, but rather as probes
EFTJHOFEUPQSPNPUFSFìFDUJPO BOBMZTJT BOEBDUJPOJO
support of professional growth and student learning
throughout one’s career.
The authors encourage users of the CSTP to
refer to all three levels of the standards (narrative,
FMFNFOUT BOESFìFDUJWFRVFTUJPOT UPGBDJMJUBUF
conversations about teacher practice, to set goals for
ongoing professional development, and to guide the
collection of evidence of growth over time. Those
using the standards will recognize that there are
numerous overlapping components across and within
UIFTUBOEBSET FMFNFOUT BOESFìFDUJWFRVFTUJPOT
These overlaps are intended to underscore the holistic
view that emphasizes the interrelationships and
complexities of teaching. For example, valuing and
drawing on student backgrounds and experiences are
integral aspects of all six standards and illuminate the
essential role of inclusive, equitable practice.
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Conclusion

Excellent teaching requires knowledge, skills,
artistry, passion, and commitment. It requires both
a deep understanding of the knowledge base that
supports the profession and a vigorous commitment to
a set of professional responsibilities and obligations.
Teachers in California have a professional
responsibility to provide students with safe and caring
learning environments, where students’ differences
are celebrated and supported, and they acquire the
knowledge, skills, strategies, and concepts they will
need for successful participation in an increasingly
technological and global society. The CSTP provide
a set of interrelated guideposts for teachers across the
professional continuum (pre-service, induction, and
beyond) to examine their practice, seek support and
resources for continuous improvement, and affirm
their talents and accomplishments in support of
California’s children and our nation’s future.
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Introduction to the Continuum of Teaching Practice
Context and History
California Standards for the
Teaching Profession
The California Standards for the Teaching Profession
(CSTP) are intended to provide common language and
a vision of the scope and complexity of the profession.
They define a vision of teaching as well as professional
roles and responsibilities from pre-service teacher to
experienced practitioner. The standards are not set
forth as regulations to control the specific actions of
teachers, but rather to guide teachers as they develop,
refine, and extend their practice.
The current version of the CSTP (2009) has
been developed to respond to changes in the context
for teaching and learning in California over the
past decade and to address the pressing needs of
an increasingly diverse P–12 student population.
Particular attention has been paid to revising language
related to student learning, assessment practices,
and equitable pedagogy designed to address English
learners and students with diverse learning needs. This
updated version of the CSTP also looks forward to
the future of teaching and learning in the 21st century
where traditional classrooms and contexts are likely to
be transformed through innovative technologies and
globalized connections. The CSTP continue to set
forth a vision for the teaching profession—one that
is sustainable, engaging, and fulfilling for teachers
in all stages of their careers.

Continuum of Teaching Practice
California’s Continuum of Teaching Practice is based
on foundational work of the California Commission
on Teacher Credentialing (CCTC), the California
%FQBSUNFOUPG&EVDBUJPO $%& BOEUIF/FX
5FBDIFS$FOUFS /5$ PWFSUIFQBTUZFBSTɨF
2010 Continuum of Teaching Practice is aligned with
the CSTP, builds on California’s pre-service Teaching
Performance Expectations and sets forth a description
of teaching that respects the diverse ways teachers
pursue excellence in teaching and learning.
The Continuum of Teaching Practice is a tool for
TFMGSFìFDUJPO HPBMTFUUJOH BOEJORVJSZJOUPQSBDUJDF*U
provides common language about teaching and learning
and can be used to promote professional growth within
an environment of collegial support. Self-assessment
data can support teachers in making informed decisions
about their ongoing development as professionals.
%JTUSJDUBOEJOEVDUJPOQSPHSBNMFBEFSTDBOVTFUFBDIFS
assessment data to guide, support and accelerate
professional growth focused on student achievement.
Since 1992, Beginning Teacher Support and
Assessment (BTSA) Induction Programs in CA
have been using formative assessment to support and
inform teachers about their professional practice as
UIFZSFìFDUBOEJNQSPWFVQPOUIFJSUFBDIJOHBTQBSUPG
a continuous improvement cycle. Formative assessment
promotes and develops professional norms of inquiry,
DPMMBCPSBUJPO EBUBESJWFOEJBMPHVF BOESFìFDUJPOUP
improve student learning and is characterized by an
JORVJSZDZDMFHVJEJOHUFBDIFSTUP"OBMZ[F%BUBBOE
3FìFDU1MBO*OTUSVDUJPO5FBDIBOE"TTFTT
A formative assessment system has three
essential components: standards, criteria and
evidence of practice. Standards refer to the
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California Standards for the Teaching Profession
(CSTP) and are in alignment with the P–12 academic
content standards. Criteria refer to indicators of
teaching practice. Evidence of practice includes
multiple sources such as lesson plans, observation
data, and student work analyses and is used to make
valid self-assessments on the Continuum of Teaching
Practice. The Continuum of Teaching Practice is one
component of a comprehensive formative assessment
system for teachers, based on the California Standards
for the Teaching Profession (CSTP).
The Continuum of Teaching Practice is aligned
to the 2009 California Standards for the Teaching
Profession (CSTP):
t &OHBHJOHBOE4VQQPSUJOH"MM4UVEFOUTJO-FBSOJOH
t $SFBUJOHBOE.BJOUBJOJOH&êFDUJWF&OWJSPONFOUT
GPS4UVEFOU-FBSOJOH
t 6OEFSTUBOEJOHBOE0SHBOJ[JOH4VCKFDU.BUUFSGPS
4UVEFOU-FBSOJOH
t 1MBOOJOH*OTUSVDUJPOBOE%FTJHOJOH-FBSOJOH
Experiences for All Students
t "TTFTTJOH4UVEFOUTGPS-FBSOJOH
t %FWFMPQJOHBTB1SPGFTTJPOBM&EVDBUPS
The Continuum of Teaching Practice is appropriately
used with data collected over time and is not
appropriate for use with evidence collected on a
single occasion. While the Continuum of Teaching
Practice may be used to assist teachers in setting
professional goals and/or launching a cycle of inquiry,
the Continuum is not designed for use as a stand-alone
observation or evaluation instrument.
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Rationale and Use

Structure and Organization

The Continuum of Teaching Practice was
developed to:

The Continuum of Teaching Practice is organized
to describe five levels of development. Each level
addresses what a teacher should know and be able
to do in the six CSTP standards. In addition to
the description of teaching in CSTP 1: Engaging
BOE4VQQPSUJOH"MM4UVEFOUTJO-FBSOJOHBOE
CSTP 2: Creating and Maintaining Effective
&OWJSPONFOUTGPS4UVEFOU-FBSOJOH BSFXIBU
students would be doing at each level of practice.
The levels do not represent a chronological
sequence in a teacher’s growth, but each row
describes developmental levels of performance.
The levels become increasingly complex and
sophisticated and integrate the skills of
previous levels.
In the first column, under the language
of each element, is a space to record evidence of
practice as related to that CSTP element. Teachers
SFìFDUBOEEFTDSJCFQSBDUJDFJOUFSNTPGFWJEFODF
prior to self-assessing in order to make valid and
accurate assessments.

t %FMJOFBUFUIFEJWFSTJUZPGLOPXMFEHFBOETLJMMT
needed to meet the varied and evolving needs
of students
t4VQQPSUUIFSFìFDUJWFQSBDUJDFBOEPOHPJOH
learning of teachers
t4VQQPSUBOPOHPJOHQSPDFTTPGGPSNBUJWF
assessment of a teacher’s practice based on
standards, criteria and evidence
t4FUTIPSUPSMPOHUFSNHPBMTGPSQSPGFTTJPOBM
development over time
t%FTDSJCFUFBDIJOHQSBDUJDFBOEEFWFMPQNFOU
throughout a teacher’s career
t4VQQPSUBWJTJPOPGPOHPJOHMFBSOJOHBOE
teacher development
t&ODPVSBHFDPMMBCPSBUJPOCFUXFFODMBTTSPPN
teachers, resource personnel and families, to
ensure that all students are successful
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Reading and Self-Assessing
on the Continuum
The process of assessing on the Continuum of Teaching Practice
can be done individually or collaboratively. Begin by reading
the element and thinking of evidence of practice related to that
element. Record evidence in the space provided underneath the
FMFNFOUGPSUIFFNFSHJOHMFWFMPGQSBDUJDF6TJOHUIBUFWJEFODF
as a guidepost continue across the levels of the continuum
OPUJOHBEEJUJPOBMFWJEFODFPSBSFBTUPQVSTVF6TJOHFWJEFODF
as a determiner for assessing practice. For example, if you are a
novice in regards to that element, you might find your practice
CZSFBEJOH-FWFM&NFSHJOH BOEUIFO SFBEPOFPSUXPMFWFMT
to the right of that to assess practice. However, if you are
experienced in a particular element, you might read and note
FWJEFODFBDSPTTUP-FWFM"QQMZJOHBOECFZPOE
It is critical to begin on the left of the Continuum
because any practice described to the left on the Continuum
is carried across to those on the right even if not explicitly
stated. Highlight the descriptions that best match current
QSBDUJDF%BUFUIFTFMGBTTFTTNFOU4VCTFRVFOUTFMGBTTFTTNFOUT
can be in a different color highlight, to show growth over time.
"UFBDIFSNBZCFBU-FWFMPSJOTPNFFMFNFOUTPGUIF
CSTP BOE-FWFMTBOEJOPUIFST OPNBUUFSIPXNBOZZFBST
she or he has been in the profession. Because a teacher’s growth
is developmental, one may return to an earlier level temporarily
if there are changes in a teacher’s career, such as new course
content, grade level, school, or student demographics. In fact,
it is not uncommon for teachers to self-assess and find they
have moved from right to left on the Continuum of Teaching
Practice in response to new teaching contexts, responsibilities,
challenges, or even a deeper understanding of the work.
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Developmental Levels
Note: The descriptions in each of the Developmental Levels are aligned to the CSTP standards.
Level 1: Emerging
Expands awareness of
curriculum and instructional
practices to support
understanding and engage
students in learning.
Recognizes the importance of
building a positive learning
environment that is focused
POBDIJFWFNFOU%FNPOTUSBUFT
knowledge of teaching as
discrete skills as described
in the California Standards
for the Teaching Professional
(CSTP). Plans lessons
using available curriculum
BOESFTPVSDFT%FWFMPQT
understanding of required
assessments and uses of data
to inform student progress.
Works collaboratively with
BTTJHOFEDPMMFBHVFTUPSFìFDU
on and improve teaching
practice and student success.

Level 2: Exploring
Explores use of additional
instructional practices to
teach the curriculum and
support student understanding
and engagement. Guides the
development of a respectful
learning environment focused
on achievement. Expands
knowledge of related elements
of effective instruction,
learning goals, assessments,
and content as informed by
the CSTP. Plans lessons using
expanded understanding of
curriculum, related materials
and resources, and assessments.
Explores the use of different
types of assessments to expand
understanding of student
learning needs and support
planning. Seeks collaboration
with colleagues, resource
personnel, and families to
SFìFDUPOXBZTUPJNQSPWF
teaching practice and
student success.

Level 3: Applying
Implements the curriculum
using a variety of instructional
practices and supplemental
resources selected to improve
student understanding and
engagement. Maintains a
respectful and supportive
learning environment in which
BMMTUVEFOUTDBOBDIJFWF6UJMJ[FT
knowledge of CSTP to make
connections between elements
of effective instruction, learning
goals, assessments, and content
standards. Plans differentiated
instruction using a variety of
adjustments and adaptations
JOMFTTPOT6UJMJ[FTBWBSJFUZ
of assessments that provide
targeted data on student
learning to guide planning.
$PMMBCPSBUFTBOESFìFDUT
regularly with colleagues to
improve teaching practice
and student success.
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Level 4: Integrating
Integrates extensive knowledge
of curriculum, instructional
practices, and supplemental
resources to enhance and
deepen student understanding
and engagement. Provides
a respectful and rigorous
learning environment that
supports and challenges all
students to achieve.
Articulates knowledge
of the inter-relationships
between elements of effective
instruction, learning goals,
assessments, and content across
the CSTP. Plans lessons using
a broad range of strategies
to differentiate instruction
as informed by multiple
BTTFTTNFOUT%FWFMPQT BEBQUT 
and integrates assessments
into instruction that provide
ongoing data to guide
planning differentiated
instruction matched to
assessed needs of students.
Analyzes and integrates
information from a wide range
of sources to expand skills of
DPMMBCPSBUJPOBOESFìFDUJPO
as a habit of practice and to
impact teacher effectiveness
and student learning.

Level 5: Innovating
%FTJHOTBOEJNQMFNFOUT
comprehensive curriculum with
multiple and varied instructional
strategies and resources to
support in depth studies of
content and promote high
levels of student understanding
and engagement. Facilitates
a learning environment that
is respectful, rigorous, and
responsive in advancing
student achievement. Applies
in depth knowledge of the
CSTP to interconnect effective
instruction, learning goals, and
assessment within and across
content areas. Plans instruction
ìFYJCMZVUJMJ[JOHBSFQFSUPJSF
of instructional practices
to differentiate instruction
as informed by ongoing
BTTFTTNFOUT6UJMJ[FTBXJEF
range of assessments strategically,
TZTUFNBUJDBMMZ BOEìFYJCMZ
throughout instruction to
identify student learning needs
and guide ongoing adjustments
in instruction that maximize
student learning. Engages in
and facilitates collaborative
learning communities focused
on providing quality instruction
and optimal learning for the full
range of students.
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Levels of Teacher Development Across the CSTP
CSTP

Emerging
Level 1

Exploring

Applying

Level 2

Level 3

Integrating

Innovating

Level 4

Level 5

Engaging and
Supporting All
Students in Learning

Expands awareness
of curriculum and
instructional practices
to support understanding
and engage students
in learning.

Explores use of
additional instructional
practices to teach the
curriculum and support
student understanding
and engagement.

Implements the
curriculum using a
variety of instructional
practices and
supplemental resources
selected to improve
student understanding
and engagement.

Integrates extensive
knowledge of curriculum,
instructional practices,
and supplemental
resources to enhance
and deepen student
understanding and
engagement.

%FTJHOTBOEJNQMFNFOUT
comprehensive curriculum
with multiple and varied
instructional strategies
and resources to support
in depth studies of content
and promote high levels
of student understanding
and engagement.

Creating and
Maintaining Effective
Environments for
Student Learning

Recognizes the
importance of building
a positive learning
environment that is
focused on achievement.

Guides the development
of a respectful learning
environment focused
on achievement.

Maintains a respectful
and supportive learning
environment in which all
students can achieve.

Provides a respectful
and rigorous learning
environment that
supports and challenges
all students to achieve.

Facilitates a learning
environment that is
respectful, rigorous, and
responsive in advancing
student achievement.

Understanding
and Organizing
Subject Matter for
Student Learning

%FNPOTUSBUFTLOPXMFEHF
of teaching as discrete
skills as described in the
California Standards
for the Teaching
Professional (CSTP).

Expands knowledge
of related elements of
effective instruction,
learning goals,
assessments, and
content as informed
by the CSTP.

6UJMJ[FTLOPXMFEHF
of CSTP to makes
connections between
elements of effective
instruction, learning
goals, assessments, and
content standards.

Articulates knowledge
of the inter-relationships
between elements of
effective instruction,
learning goals,
assessments, and content
across the CSTP.

Applies in depth
knowledge of the
CSTP to interconnect
effective instruction,
learning goals, and
assessment within and
across content areas.

C on t i n u u m o f Te a c h i n g P r a c t i c e
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Levels of Teacher Development Across the CSTP
CSTP

Emerging
Level 1

Exploring

Applying

Level 2

Level 3

Integrating
Level 4

Innovating
Level 5

Planning Instruction
and Designing
Learning Experiences
for All Students

Plans lessons using
available curriculum
and resources.

Plans lessons using
expanded understanding
of curriculum, related
materials and resources,
and assessments.

Plans differentiated
instruction using a
variety of adjustments
and adaptations in lessons.

Plans lessons using
a broad range of
strategies to differentiate
instruction as informed
by multiple assessments.

Plans instruction
ìFYJCMZVUJMJ[JOHB
repertoire of instructional
practices to differentiate
instruction as informed
by ongoing assessments.

Assessing Students
for Learning

%FWFMPQTVOEFSTUBOEJOH
of required assessments
and uses of data to inform
student progress.

Explores the use of
different types of
assessments to expand
understanding of student
learning needs and
support planning.

6UJMJ[FTBWBSJFUZPG
assessments that provide
targeted data on student
learning to guide
planning. Collaborates
BOESFìFDUTSFHVMBSMZXJUI
colleagues to improve
teaching practice and
student success.

%FWFMPQT BEBQUT BOE
integrates assessments into
instruction that provide
ongoing data to guide
planning differentiated
instruction matched to
assessed needs of students.

6UJMJ[FTBXJEFSBOHFPG
assessments strategically,
TZTUFNBUJDBMMZ BOEìFYJCMZ
throughout instruction to
identify student learning
needs and guide ongoing
adjustments in instruction
that maximize student
learning.

Developing as a
Professional Educator

Works collaboratively
with assigned colleagues
UPSFìFDUPOBOEJNQSPWF
teaching practice and
student success.

Seeks collaboration
with colleagues, resource
personnel, and families to
SFìFDUPOXBZTUPJNQSPWF
teaching practice and
student success.

Collaborates and
SFìFDUTSFHVMBSMZXJUI
colleagues to improve
teaching practice and
student success.

Analyzes and integrates
information from a wide
range of sources to expand
skills of collaboration
BOESFìFDUJPOBTBIBCJU
of practice and to impact
teacher effectiveness and
student learning.

Engages in and facilitates
collaborative learning
communities focused
on providing quality
instruction and optimal
learning for the full range
of students.

C on t i n u u m o f Te a c h i n g P r a c t i c e
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Glossary of Terms

Structure

Terminology

Continuum: a document describing different
levels of practice or knowledge along various stages
of development.

Academic Language: Academic language is the
language (oral and written) needed by students
to understand and communicate in the academic
disciplines. Academic language includes such things as
specialized vocabulary, conventional text structures
within a field (e.g., whole sentences, narratives,
essays, lab reports) and other language-related
activities typical of classrooms, (e.g., participating
in a discussion, presenting an argument, comparing
and contrasting, asking for clarification). (revised
from PACT, 2010).

Descriptor: an individual cell, or “box,” corresponds
to the developmental levels in the Continuum of
Teaching Practice.
Element: a sub-area or sub-domain of teaching
practice within any of the six CSTP standards.
Level: Each level describes teaching in terms of
pedagogy, instructional practices, content knowledge,
learning environment, collaboration and leadership.
Standard: one of six areas of teaching practice
that comprise the CA Standards for the Teaching
Profession (CSTP).

Assistive Technology: Any item, service, equipment,
or product system—whether acquired commercially,
specially designed, or created via changes to an
existing product—that is used to increase, maintain,
or improve the functional capabilities in the daily life
of an individual with a disability; comes in two forms,
devices and services.
Context: Real life contexts include students’ unique
GBNJMZBOEDPNNVOJUZTFUUJOHTBTBiNJSSPSwSFìFDUJOH
the familiar world; and the broader societal, cultural
and global settings as a “window” looking into the
larger world (E. Style, 1996).

Accessibility: An optimal state in which barrier-free
environments allow maximum participation and access
by individuals with disabilities.

Continuum of Support: A range of support from
consultation, collaboration, co-teaching to coaching/
mentoring.

Accommodations: Service or support related to a
student’s disability that allows her or him to fully
access a given subject matter and to accurately
demonstrate knowledge without requiring a
fundamental alteration to the assignment’s or test’s
standard or expectation.

Culturally Responsive Teaching: Geneva Gay
(2000) defines culturally responsive teaching as
using the cultural knowledge, prior experiences,
and performance styles of diverse students to make
learning more appropriate and effective for them; it
teaches to and through the strengths of these students.

Advocate: To publically support

De-escalation:%FFTDBMBUJPOJTBQSPDFTTPGEFDSFBTJOH
physical and emotional energy of a student by pairing
appropriate support and strategies to student’s phase of
escalation.

C on t i n u u m o f Te a c h i n g P r a c t i c e
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Glossary of Terms

Differentiation: An approach whereby teachers
adjust their curriculum and instruction to maximize
the learning of all students: average learners, English
language learners, struggling students, students with
learning disabilities, and gifted and talented students;
not a single strategy but rather a framework that
teachers can use to implement a variety of strategies,
many of which are evidence-based.
Diversity: refers to culture, ethnicity, language, race,
religion, gender, sexual orientation, socioeconomic
background, learning abilities, and learning styles.
Educational Benefit: Implements instructional
programs based on data-driven goals in all areas of need,
in which goals drive services based on past progress and
current baseline data, where services are provided within
UIF-FBTU3FTUSJDUJWF&OWJSPONFOUDPOTJEFSJOHUIBU
services are matched to the level of progress needed in
one year’s time to make adequate progress towards goals.
Entry level assessment: Generally used to describe an
initial assessment of competencies when a student first
begins a class or course of study.
Equity: means ensuring learning for all students.
Evidence-Based Practices: A process for making
decisions that integrates the best available research;
application of the highest standards of scientific rigor.
Feedback System: 0OHPJOHSFDJQSPDBMDPOUBDU
between family and school.

Functional Communication Systems: Functional
communication systems serve to give the child an
effective and appropriate means to understand what is
happening in his environment as well as a way for him
to communicate with others. Functional communication
systems can include speech, sign language, and other
augmentative forms of communications such as the
Pictures Exchange Communication System (PECS) or a
voice output system.
Generalization: The transfer of learned information
from particular instances to other environments,
people, times, and events.
Goals: -POHUFSNUBSHFUTGPSBDIJFWFNFOUJOBSFBTPG
need that can include academics and language, social/
emotional, adaptive, motor, and functional skills.
Guidelines: Systematically promulgated lists of
practices or treatment protocols based on scientific
and experimental knowledge designed to help make
practice decisions under specific circumstances.
Broad-based practice guidelines or philosophical
TUBUFNFOUTUIBUSFìFDUXIBUJTLOPXOBCPVU
children’s development and learning, their individual
characteristics, and their social and cultural contexts.
Individual Education Program (IEP): -FHBM
document for students, age preschool – age 22, who
require special education services. Identifies parent
input, needs, goals, services and providers.
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Individual Family Service Plan (IFSP):-FHBM
document for children, age birth – 3 years, who
require special education services. Identifies parent
input, needs, goals, services, and providers.
Least Restrictive Environment (LRE):0OFPGUIF
QSJODJQMFTPVUMJOFEJOUIF*OEJWJEVBMTXJUI%JTBCJMJUJFT
Education Act requiring that students with disabilities
be educated with their non-disabled peers to the
greatest appropriate extent.
Mastery: The level in which a student is able to
assimilate information and generalize.
Measurable: Able to be measured in a tangible,
concrete, and objective manner.
Modifications: Any of a number of services or
supports that allow a student to access the general
education curriculum in a way that fundamentally
alters the content or curricular expectations in question.
Objectives: Short-term targets for achievement
in areas of need that can include academics, and
language, social/emotional, adaptive, motor, and
functional skills.
Positive Behavior Plan: Instructional strategy which
deploys positive reinforcement procedures as a means
through which to support a student’s appropriate or
desirable behavior.
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Glossary of Terms

Pre-Assessment: 6TFEUPEFTDSJCFBTTFTTNFOUTUIBUBSF
part of ongoing instruction, as each significant new
instructional concept is introduced. Pre-assessments
inform teachers of a wide range of students’ knowledge
and abilities in order to guide instruction.
Research-Based Practices: Systematically
promulgated list of practices or treatment protocols
based on scientific and experiential knowledge
designed to help make practice decisions.

Definitions taken from the following sources:
IUUQJSJTQFBCPEZWBOEFSCJMUFEVSFTPVSDF@500-@
dict/onlinedictionary.html
http://depts.washington.edu/pdacent/courses/
autism101/39.php

Service Delivery Model: Any one of numerous means
through which special education services are provided
to students with disabilities (e.g., full inclusion
programs, pull out programs, special classes, center
schools).
Task Analysis: Process of breaking down problems
and tasks into smaller, sequenced components.
Transition Document: In connection with
special education, the document that includes the
development and implementation of activities designed
to prepare students with disabilities for postsecondary
options, such as work, college, or supported living;
transition activities are individualized and are typically
designed to address skills or knowledge relevant to the
students’ postsecondary goals.
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California Standards for the Teaching Profession
Engaging and Supporting All
Students in Learning
1.1 Using knowledge of students to engage them in learning
1.2 Connecting learning to students’ prior knowledge,
backgrounds, life experiences, and interests
1.3 Connecting subject matter to meaningful, real-life
contexts
1.4 Using a variety of instructional strategies, resources, and
technologies to meet students’ diverse learning needs
1.5 Promoting critical thinking through inquiry, problem
solving, and reflection
1.6

Monitoring student learning and adjusting
instruction while teaching

Creating and Maintaining Effective
Environments for Student Learning
2.1 Promoting social development and responsibility within a
caring community where each student is treated fairly and
respectfully
2.2 Creating physical or virtual learning environments that promote
student learning, reflect diversity, and encourage constructive
and productive interactions among students
2.3 Establishing and maintaining learning environments that are
physically, intellectually, and emotionally safe
2.4 Creating a rigorous learning environment with high
expectations and appropriate support for all students
2.5 Developing, communicating, and maintaining high standards
for individual and group behavior
2.6 Employing classroom routines, procedures, norms, and
supports for positive behavior to ensure a climate in which all
students can learn

Understanding and Organizing Subject
Matter for Student Learning
3.1 Demonstrating knowledge of subject matter, academic
content standards, and curriculum frameworks
3.2 Applying knowledge of student development and
proficiencies to ensure student understanding of subject
matter
3.3 Organizing curriculum to facilitate student understanding
of the subject matter
3.4 Utilizing instructional strategies that are appropriate to the
subject matter
3.5 Using and adapting resources, technologies, and
standards-aligned instructional materials, including
adopted materials, to make subject matter accessible to
all students
3.6 Addressing the needs of English learners and students
with special needs to provide equitable access to the
content

2.7 Using instructional time to optimize learning

Planning Instruction and Designing
Learning Experiences for All Students
4.1 Using knowledge of students’ academic readiness,
language proficiency, cultural background, and individual
development to plan instruction

Assessing Students for Learning

Developing as a Professional Educator

5.1 Applying knowledge of the purposes, characteristics, and uses
of different types of assessments

6.1 Reflecting on teaching practice in support of student
learning

4.2 Establishing and articulating goals for student learning

5.2 Collecting and analyzing assessment data from a variety of
sources to inform instruction

4.3 Developing and sequencing long-term and short-term
instructional plans to support student learning

5.3 Reviewing data, both individually and with colleagues, to
monitor student learning

6.2 Establishing professional goals and engaging in
continuous and purposeful professional growth and
development

4.4 Planning instruction that incorporates appropriate
strategies to meet the learning needs of all students

5.4 Using assessment data to establish learning goals and to plan,
differentiate, and modify instruction

4.5 Adapting instructional plans and curricular materials to
meet the assessed learning needs of all students

5.5 Involving all students in self-assessment, goal setting, and
monitoring progress
5.6 Using available technologies to assist in assessment, analysis,
and communication of student learning
5.7

California Standards for the Teaching Profession, 2009

C a l i f o r n i a S t a n d a r d s f o r t h e Te a c h i n g P r o f e s s i o n , 2 0 0 9

Using assessment information to share timely and
comprehensible feedback with students and their families

6.3 Collaborating with colleagues and the broader
professional community to support teacher and student
learning
6.4 Working with families to support student learning
6.5 Engaging local communities in support of the instructional
program
6.6 Managing professional responsibilities to maintain
motivation and commitment to all students
6.7 Demonstrating professional responsibility, integrity, and
ethical conduct
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1.1 Using knowledge of students to engage them in learning
As teachers develop, they may ask, “How do I...” or “Why do I…”
t LOPXNZTUVEFOUTBTQFPQMFBOEBTMFBSOFST
t VOEFSTUBOESFBTPOTGPSCFIBWJPS
t SFDPHOJ[FBUZQJDBMCFIBWJPSJOTUVEFOUT
t build trust with students and foster relationships so that students can thrive
  BDBEFNJDBMMZ
t BEBQUNZUFBDIJOHUPSFìFDULOPXMFEHFPGNZTUVEFOUT
t differentiate instruction based on what I know about my students’
  TUSFOHUIT JOUFSFTUTBOEOFFET
t HFUUPLOPXQBSFOUTBOEDPOOFDUXJUIUIFDPNNVOJUZXIFSF*UFBDI
t review student’s records such as IFSP/IEP documents including
UIFCFIBWJPSQMBOTBOE5SBOTJUJPOEPDVNFOUT
1.2 Connecting learning to students’ prior
knowledge, backgrounds, life experiences
and interests
As teachers develop, they may ask,, “How do I…” or “
Why do I…”
t help students see the connections between what
 UIFZBMSFBEZLOPXBOEUIFOFXNBUFSJBM
t connect classroom learning to students’ life
 FYQFSJFODFTBOEDVMUVSBMCBDLHSPVOET
t support all students to use first and second
 MBOHVBHFTLJMMTUPBDIJFWFMFBSOJOHHPBMT
t open a lesson or unit to capture student attention
 BOEJOUFSFTU
t build on students’ comments and questions during a
 MFTTPOUPFYUFOEUIFJSVOEFSTUBOEJOH

t

t

t

t
t

help all students learn, practice, internalize, and apply subject-specific learning
TUSBUFHJFTBOEQSPDFEVSFT
use differentiated instruction to meet the assessed learning needs of students and
JODSFBTFBDUJWFQBSUJDJQBUJPOJOMFBSOJOH
adapt materials and resources, make accommodations, and use appropriate assistive
FRVJQNFOUBOEPUIFSUFDIOPMPHJFTUPTVQQPSUTUVEFOUTEJWFSTFMFBSOJOHOFFET
VUJMJ[FNVMUJQMFUZQFTPGUFDIOPMPHZUPGBDJMJUBUFMFBSOJOH
examine and use resources that minimize bias

1.5 Promoting critical thinking through inquiry, problem
solving, and reflection
As teachers develop, they may ask,, “How do I…” or “Why do I…”
t encourage students to use multiple approaches and solutions
Standard 1
UPTPMWFQSPCMFNT
Engaging and Supporting
t encourage students to ask critical questions and
DPOTJEFSEJWFSTFQFSTQFDUJWFTBCPVUTVCKFDUNBUUFS
All Students in Learning
t provide opportunities for students to think about,
EJTDVTT BOEFWBMVBUFDPOUFOU
Teachers know and care about their students
t ask questions to facilitate discussion, clarify, and
in order to engage them in learning. They connect
extend students’ thinking
t
support students to think and communicate with
learning to students’ prior knowledge, backgrounds, life
DMBSJUZBOEQSFDJTJPO
experiences, and interests. They connect subject matter
thelp students apply previous learning to new
TJUVBUJPOT
to meaningful, real-life contexts. Teachers use a variety
t
encourage students to create, imagine, and
of instructional strategies, resources, and technologies
 JOOPWBUF
to meet the diverse learning needs of students. They
t help students to develop and use strategies and
 UFDIOPMPHJFTGPSBDDFTTJOHLOPXMFEHFBOEJOGPSNBUJPO
promote critical thinking through inquiry, problem
t consider task analysis in supporting the learning levels
TPMWJOH BOESFìFDUJPOɨFZNPOJUPSTUVEFOU
 PGBMMTUVEFOUT

1.3 Connecting subject matter to meaningful,
learning and adjust instruction
real-life experiences
1.6 Monitoring student learning and adjusting
while teaching.
As teachers develop, they may ask,, “How do I…” or “Why do I…”
instruction while teaching
t establish a connection between subject matter and purpose
As teachers develop, they may ask,, “How do I…” or “Why do I…”
  GPSMFBSOJOH
t systematically check for student understanding and revise plans
t NBLFDPOOFDUJPOTCFUXFFOUIFTVCKFDUNBUUFSBOESFBMMJGFDPOUFYUT
BDDPSEJOHMZ
t TFFLGFFECBDLGSPNTUVEFOUTSFHBSEJOHSFMFWBODFPGTVCKFDUNBUUFSUPUIFJSMJWFT
t JODPSQPSBUFBWBSJFUZPGTUSBUFHJFTJOBMFTTPOUPDIFDLGPSTUVEFOUVOEFSTUBOEJOH
t engage all students in a variety of learning experiences that accommodate the
t monitor the learning of students with limited English proficiency or of students
  EJêFSFOUXBZTUIFZMFBSO
XJUITQFDJBMOFFET
t QSPWJEFPQQPSUVOJUJFTGPSBMMTUVEFOUTUPBDRVJSFBOEQSBDUJDFTLJMMTJONFBOJOHGVMDPOUFYUT
t adjust the lesson plan to accelerate instruction when I determine that the pace of the
  MFTTPOJTUPPTMPX
đƫ 1.4 Using a variety of instructional strategies, resources, and
t NBLFiPOUIFTQPUwDIBOHFTJONZMFTTPOCBTFEPOTUVEFOUTJOUFSFTUTBOERVFTUJPOT
technologies to meet students’ diverse learning needs
t provide additional support and opportunities for students to learn when some
As teachers develop, they may ask,, “How do I…” or “Why do I…”
  TUVEFOUTIBWFNBTUFSFEUIFMFTTPOPCKFDUJWF T BOEPUIFSTIBWFOPU
t use a variety of strategies to introduce, explain, and restate subject matter concepts
t BEKVTUNZMFTTPOXIFO*EPOUIBWFFOPVHIUJNFUPDPNQMFUFFWFSZUIJOH*QMBOOFEUPEP
  BOEQSPDFTTFTTPBMMTUVEFOUTVOEFSTUBOE

Engaging and Supporting All Students in Learning
C a l i f o r n i a S t a n d a r d s f o r t h e Te a c h i n g P r o f e s s i o n , 2 0 0 9
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Standard 1 CSTP: Engaging and Supporting All Students in Learning
Element 1.1 – Using knowledge of students to engage them in learning

STUDENT

TEACHER

Evidence of Practice: Understanding that the levels become increasingly complex and sophisticated while integrating the skills of previous levels, what examples
from your teaching practice and students’ performance inform your self-assessment? 1) Record detail of evidence discussed 2) Assess level of practice 3) Date
Emerging

Exploring

Applying

Integrating

Innovating

-FBSOTBCPVUTUVEFOUTUISPVHI
data provided by the school
and/or through district
assessments.

Gathers additional data to learn
about individual students.

6TFTEBUBGSPNBWBSJFUZPG
formal and informal sources to
learn about students and guide
selection of instructional
strategies to meet diverse
learning needs.

6TFTEBUBGSPNNVMUJQMF
sources to make adjustments to
instruction and meet individual
identified learning needs.

6TFTDPNQSFIFOTJWF
knowledge of students to
make ongoing adjustments
and accommodations in
instruction.

Some students may engage in
learning using instructional
strategies focused on the class
as a whole.

Students engage
in single lessons or sequence
of lessons that include
some adjustments based on
assessments.

Students engage in learning
through the use of adjustments
in instruction to meet their
needs.

Students actively utilize
a variety of instructional
strategies and technologies in
learning that ensure equitable
access to the curriculum.

Students take ownership of
their learning by choosing
from a wide range of methods
to further their learning that
are responsive to their diverse
learning needs.

Evidence:

C on t i n u u m o f Te a c h i n g P r a c t i c e
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Standard 1 CSTP: Engaging and Supporting All Students in Learning
Element 1.2 – Connecting learning to students’ prior knowledge, backgrounds, life experiences, and interests

Evidence of Practice: Understanding that the levels become increasingly complex and sophisticated while integrating the skills of previous levels, what examples
from your teaching practice and students’ performance inform your self-assessment? 1) Record detail of evidence discussed 2) Assess level of practice 3) Date

STUDENT

TEACHER

Emerging

Exploring

Applying

Integrating

Innovating

%FWFMPQTBXBSFOFTTPG
prior knowledge, culture,
backgrounds, life experience,
and interests represented
among students.

6TFTHBUIFSFEJOGPSNBUJPO
about students’
prior knowledge,
cultural backgrounds, life
experiences, and interests to
support student learning.

6TFTTDIPPMSFTPVSDFTBOE
family contacts to expand
understanding of students’
prior knowledge, cultural
backgrounds, life experiences,
and interests to connect to
student learning.

Integrates broad knowledge of
students’ cultural backgrounds,
prior knowledge, life
experiences, and interests to
inform instruction.

6TFTFYUFOTJWFJOGPSNBUJPO
regarding students and their
communities systematically
BOEìFYJCMZUISPVHIPVU
instruction.

Some students connect
learning activities to their own
lives.

Students participate in single
lessons or sequence of lessons
related to their interests and
experiences.

Students make connections
between curriculum and their
prior knowledge, backgrounds,
life experiences, and interests.

Students are actively engaged
in curriculum which relates
their prior knowledge,
experiences, and interests
within and across learning
activities.

Students can articulate the
relevance and impact of lessons
on their lives and society.

Evidence:
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Standard 1 CSTP: Engaging and Supporting All Students in Learning
Element 1.3 – Connecting subject matter to meaningful, real-life contexts*

STUDENT

TEACHER

Evidence of Practice: Understanding that the levels become increasingly complex and sophisticated while integrating the skills of previous levels, what examples
from your teaching practice and students’ performance inform your self-assessment? 1) Record detail of evidence discussed 2) Assess level of practice 3) Date
Emerging

Exploring

Applying

Integrating

Innovating

6TFTSFBMMJGFDPOOFDUJPOT
during instruction as identified
in curriculum.

Explores using additional
real-life connections to subject
matter in single lessons or
sequence of lessons to support
student understanding.

Includes connections from
subject matter to meaningful,
real-life contexts, including
those specific to students’
family and community.

Integrates connections to
meaningful, real-life contexts
in planning subject matter
instruction and is responsive
during instruction to engage
students in relating to subject
matter.

Engages students in actively
making connections to
relevant, meaningful, and reallife contexts throughout subject
matter instruction.

Some students relate subject
matter to real-life.

Students make use of real-life
connections provided in single
lessons or sequence of lessons
to support understanding of
subject matter.

Students utilize real-life
connections regularly to develop
understandings of subject
matter.

Students actively engage in
making and using real-life
connections to subject matter
to extend their understanding.

Students routinely integrate
subject matter into their own
thinking and make relevant
applications of subject matter
during learning activities.

Evidence:

* see Glossary
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Standard 1 CSTP: Engaging and Supporting All Students in Learning
Element 1.4 – Using a variety of instructional strategies, resources, and technologies to meet students’ diverse learning needs

Evidence of Practice: Understanding that the levels become increasingly complex and sophisticated while integrating the skills of previous levels, what examples
from your teaching practice and students’ performance inform your self-assessment? 1) Record detail of evidence discussed 2) Assess level of practice 3) Date

STUDENT

TEACHER

Emerging

Exploring

Applying

Integrating

Innovating

6TFTJOTUSVDUJPOBMTUSBUFHJFT 
resources, and technologies
as provided by school and/or
district.

Explores additional
instructional strategies,
resources, and technologies
in single lessons or sequence
of lessons to meet students’
diverse learning needs.

6UJMJ[FTBWBSJFUZPGTUSBUFHJFT
including culturally responsive
pedagogy, resources, and
technologies during ongoing
instruction to meet students’
diverse learning needs.

Creates, adapts, and integrates
a broad range of strategies,
resources, and technologies
into instruction designed to
meet students’ diverse learning
needs.

3FëOFTUIFìFYJCMFVTFPG
an extensive repertoire of
strategies, resources, and
technologies to meet students’
diverse learning needs.

Some students participate in
instructional strategies, using
resources and technologies
provided.

Students participate in single
lessons or sequence of lessons
related to their interests and
experiences.

Students participate in
instruction using strategies,
resources, and technologies
matched to their learning
needs.

Students actively engage in
instruction and make use of a
variety of targeted strategies,
resources, and technologies to
meet their individual learning
needs.

Students take responsibility
for using a wide range of
strategies, resources, and
technologies that successfully
advance their learning.

Evidence:
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Standard 1 CSTP: Engaging and Supporting All Students in Learning
Element 1.5 – Promoting critical thinking through inquiry, problem solving, and reflection

Evidence of Practice: Understanding that the levels become increasingly complex and sophisticated while integrating the skills of previous levels, what examples
from your teaching practice and students’ performance inform your self-assessment? 1) Record detail of evidence discussed 2) Assess level of practice 3) Date

STUDENT

TEACHER

Emerging

Exploring

Applying

Integrating

Innovating

Asks questions that focus
on factual knowledge and
comprehension.

Includes questions in single
lessons or a sequence of lessons
that require students to recall,
interpret, and think critically.

Guide students to think
critically through use of
questioning strategies,
posing/solving problems, and
SFìFDUJPOPOJTTVFTJODPOUFOUΉ

Supports students to initiate
critical thinking through
independently developing
questions, posing problems
BOESFìFDUJOHPONVMUJQMF
perspectives.

Facilitates systematic
opportunities for students
to apply critical thinking by
designing structured inquires
into complex problems.

Some students respond to
questions regarding facts and
comprehension.

Students respond to varied
questions or tasks designed
to promote comprehension
and critical thinking in single
lessons or a sequence of lessons.

Students respond to questions
and problems posed by the
teacher and begin to pose and
solve problems of their own
related to the content.

Students pose problems and
construct questions of their
own to support inquiries into
content.

Students pose and answer
a wide-range of complex
questions and problems,
SFìFDU BOEDPNNVOJDBUF
understandings based on in
depth analysis of content
learning.

Evidence:

C on t i n u u m o f Te a c h i n g P r a c t i c e
The Continuum of Teaching Practice is not designed for use as a stand-alone observation or evaluation instrument.
Developed in collaboration with the CCTC, CDE and New Teacher Center. Revised June 2014.
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Standard 1 CSTP: Engaging and Supporting All Students in Learning
Element 1.6 – Monitoring student learning and adjusting instruction while teaching

Evidence of Practice: Understanding that the levels become increasingly complex and sophisticated while integrating the skills of previous levels, what examples
from your teaching practice and students’ performance inform your self-assessment? 1) Record detail of evidence discussed 2) Assess level of practice 3) Date
Exploring

Applying

Implements lessons following
curriculum guidelines.

Seeks to clarify instructions
and learning activities to
support student understanding.

Makes adjustments to
instruction based on
observation of student
engagement and regular checks
for understanding.

Adjusts strategies during
instruction based on the
ongoing monitoring of
individual student needs
for assistance, support, or
challenge.

Makes adjustments to extend
learning opportunities and
provide assistance to students
in mastering the content
ìFYJCMZBOEFêFDUJWFMZ

Some students receive
individual assistance during
instruction.

Students receive assistance
individually or in small groups
during instruction.

Students successfully
participate and stay engaged in
learning activities.

Students are able to articulate
their level of understanding
and use teacher guidance
to meet their needs during
instruction.

Students monitor their
progress in learning and
provide information to teacher
that informs adjustments in
instruction.

STUDENT

TEACHER

Emerging

Integrating

Innovating

Evidence:

C on t i n u u m o f Te a c h i n g P r a c t i c e
The Continuum of Teaching Practice is not designed for use as a stand-alone observation or evaluation instrument.
Developed in collaboration with the CCTC, CDE and New Teacher Center. Revised June 2014.
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2.1 Promoting social development and responsibility within a caring community
2.4 Creating a rigorous learning environment with high expectations and
where each student is treated fairly and respectfully
appropriate support for all student
As teachers develop, they may ask, “How do I...” or “Why do I…”
As teachers develop, they may ask,, “How do I…” or “Why do I…
t model and promote fairness, equity, and respect in a classroom atmosphere that values all
t FTUBCMJTIBQSPEVDUJWF BDIJFWFNFOUPSJFOUBUFEDMJNBUFJONZDMBTTSPPN
  JOEJWJEVBMTBOEDVMUVSFT
t TFUIJHIFYQFDUBUJPOTGPSBMMPGNZTUVEFOUT
t help all students accept and respect diversity in terms of cultural, religious, linguistic, and economic
t NPUJWBUFBMMTUVEFOUTUPJOJUJBUFUIFJSPXOMFBSOJOHBOETUSJWFGPSDIBMMFOHJOHMFBSOJOHHPBMT
backgrounds; learning differences and ability; gender and gender identity; family structure and
t provide all students opportunities to examine and evaluate their own work and to learn from the
  TFYVBMPSJFOUBUJPOBOEPUIFSBTQFDUTPGIVNBOLJOE
  XPSLPGUIFJSQFFST
t FOHBHFTUVEFOUTJOTIBSFEQSPCMFNTPMWJOHBOEDPOìJDUSFTPMVUJPO
t FOTVSFBDDFTTUPDIBMMFOHJOHBOEEJWFSTFBDBEFNJDDPOUFOUGPSBMMTUVEFOUT
t provide learning opportunities that encourage student-to-student communication with empathy
t ensure generalization of skills across school and non-school environments and people, including
  BOEVOEFSTUBOEJOH
TDIPPMTUBêBOEDPNNVOJUZQBSUOFST
t EFWFMPQTUVEFOUTMFBEFSTIJQTLJMMTBOEQSPWJEFPQQPSUVOJUJFTUPBQQMZUIFN
2.5 Developing, communicating, and maintaining high standards
t create a classroom culture where students feel a sense of responsibility to and
for individual and group behavior
Standard 2
  GPSPOFBOPUIFS
As teachers develop, they may ask,, “How do I…” or “Why do I…”
t help students to appreciate their own identities and to view themselves
Creating and
t GBDJMJUBUFTUVEFOUQBSUJDJQBUJPOJODMBTTSPPNEFDJTJPONBLJOH
  BTWBMVFEDPOUSJCVUPSTUPTPDJFUZ
t
GPTUFSBOETVQQPSUBQQSPQSJBUFTUVEFOUCFIBWJPS
Maintaining Effective
t develop activities that support positive interactions among students
tcollaborate with students, families, and communities to establish,
  BOEUIBUIFMQTUVEFOUTHFUUPLOPXFBDIPUIFS
Environments for Student Learning
NBJOUBJO BOEDPNNVOJDBUFTUBOEBSETGPSTUVEFOUCFIBWJPS

t understand the underlying cause of student behavior, including
Teachers promote social development and responsibility
developmental an individual needs, and utilize that knowledge in
within a caring community where each student is treated
TVQQPSUPGQPTJUJWFDMBTTSPPNDPOEVDU
t work proactively to prevent and respond quickly to minimize
fairly and respectfully. They create physical or virtual learning
CFIBWJPSBMJTTVFT
FOWJSPONFOUTUIBUQSPNPUFTUVEFOUMFBSOJOH SFìFDUEJWFSTJUZ 
t understand and respond to inappropriate behaviors in and
and encourage constructive and productive interactions among
FïDJFOU GBJS BOEFRVJUBCMFXBZ
thelp all students learn to take responsibility for their own
student. They create a rigorous learning environment with high
CFIBWJPSBOEBDUJPOT
t
expectations and appropriate support for all students. Teachers
2.6 Employing classroom routines, procedures,
develop, communicate, and maintain high standards for
norms, and supports for positive behavior to
individual and group behavior to ensure a climate in which
ensure a climate in which all students can learn
As teachers develop, they may ask,, “How do I…” or “Why do I…”
all students can learn. They employ classroom routines,
tinvolve all students in the development of classroom
procedures, norms, and supports for positive behavior
 QSPDFEVSFTBOESPVUJOFT
to ensure a climate in which all students can
t help students transition smoothly and efficiently from one
JOTUSVDUJPOBMBDUJWJUZUPUIFOFYU
learn. They use instructional time to
t apply knowledge of students’ physical, social, cognitive, and emotional
2.3 Establishing and maintaining learning environments
optimize learning.
development to ensure that adequate time and support are provided for
that are physically, intellectually, and emotionally safe
2.2 Creating physical or virtual learning
environments that promote student learning,
reflect diversity, and encourage constructive and
productive interactions among students
As teachers develop, they may ask,, “How do I…” or “Why do I…”
t arrange and adapt classroom seating to accommodate
  JOEJWJEVBMBOEHSPVQMFBSOJOHOFFET
t establish a stimulating, curriculum-rich learning
environment that supports content learning and academic
  WPDBCVMBSZEFWFMPQNFOU
t FOTVSFUIBUTUVEFOUTEFWFMPQBOBQQSFDJBUJPOPGEJWFSTJUZ
t provide students access to resources, technologies, and
  DPNGPSUBCMFXPSLTQBDFT
t create an environment that promotes optimal learning for
  FBDITUVEFOU
t DPOTUSVDUBOFRVJUBCMFMFBSOJOHFOWJSPONFOUGPSBMMTUVEFOUT

As teachers develop, they may ask,, “How do I…” or “Why do I…”
t arrange the learning environment to facilitate positive and productive
  DMBTTSPPNJOUFSBDUJPOT
t FODPVSBHF TVQQPSU BOESFDPHOJ[FUIFBDIJFWFNFOUTBOEDPOUSJCVUJPOTPGBMMTUVEFOUT
t encourage students to take risks and to express thoughtful and respectful opinions related to the
  UPQJDPSTVCKFDUPGEJTDVTTJPO
t GPTUFSUIFEFWFMPQNFOUPGFBDITUVEFOUTTFMGFTUFFN
t DSFBUFBTBGF BDDFTTJCMFMFBSOJOHFOWJSPONFOUGPSBMMTUVEFOUT
t prevent behavior problems by intervening early using strategies matched to student’s current learning
  BOECFIBWJPSMFWFMT
t BTTJTUTUVEFOUTJOEFFTDBMBUJPOXIFOJODSJTJTXIJMFNBJOUBJOJOHBTBGFFOWJSPONFOUGPSBMMTUVEFOUT
t QSPWJEFTUVEFOUTVQFSWJTJPOJOVOTUSVDUVSFETFUUJOHTTVDIBTDBGFUFSJBT CVTFT IBMMXBZT BOEQMBZHSPVOET

TUVEFOUTUPDPNQMFUFMFBSOJOHBDUJWJUJFT
t EFWFMPQEBJMZTDIFEVMFT UJNFMJOFT DMBTTSPPNSPVUJOFT BOEOPSNTUIBUNBYJNJ[FMFBSOJOH
t connect district, site, and classroom procedures to promote a climate of fairness and
SFTQFDUGPSBMMTUVEFOUT
t BEBQUSPVUJOFT QSPDFEVSFT BOEOPSNTUPFOTVSFUIFTVDDFTTPGTUVEFOUTXJUITQFDJBMOFFET
t SFJOGPSDFBOESFXBSEBQQSPQSJBUFTPDJBMBOEBDBEFNJDCFIBWJPSTJOUIFDMBTTSPPN
đƫ2.7 Using instructional time to optimize learning
As teachers develop, they may ask,, “How do I…” or “Why do I…”
t PSHBOJ[FJOTUSVDUJPOUPPQUJNJ[FMFBSOJOHUJNF
t QBDFJOTUSVDUJPOUPBDDPNQMJTIMFBSOJOHHPBMT
t re-direct students’ off-task behavior to make the most of instructional time/
t BEKVTUJOTUSVDUJPOBMUJNFTPUIBUBMMTUVEFOUTSFNBJOFOHBHFEBOEDIBMMFOHFE
t TUSVDUVSFUJNFGPSCPUIJOEFQFOEFOUBOEDPMMBCPSBUJWFMFBSOJOHPQQPSUVOJUJFT
t CBMBODFJOTUSVDUJPOBM QSFQBSBUJPO BENJOJTUSBUJWF BOENBOBHFSJBMUJNF
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Standard 2 CSTP: Creating and Maintaining Effective Environments for Student Learning
Element 2.1 – Promoting social development and responsibility within a caring community where each student is treated fairly and respectfully

Evidence of Practice: Understanding that the levels become increasingly complex and sophisticated while integrating the skills of previous levels, what examples from your teaching practice
and students’ performance inform your self-assessment? 1) Record detail of evidence discussed 2) Assess level of practice 3) Date

STUDENT

TEACHER

Emerging

Models and communicates
expectations for fair and
respectful behavior to support
social development.

Exploring

Models fair and respectful
CFIBWJPS%FNPOTUSBUFT
commitment to fairness and
respect in communications
with students about language
and behavior.
Seeks to understand cultural
perceptions of caring
community.

Some students share in
responsibility for the classroom
community.

Students participate in
occasional community building
activities, designed to promote
caring, fairness, and respect.

Applying

Integrating

Reinforces positive, responsible,
and respectful student
interactions. Assists students to
SFTPMWFDPOìJDUT

%FWFMPQTTIBSFESFTQPOTJCJMJUZ
with students for resolving
DPOìJDUBOEDSFBUJOHBOE
maintaining a caring classroom
community.

Incorporates cultural awareness
to develop a positive classroom
climate.

Students demonstrate efforts
to be positive, accepting, and
respectful of differences.

Supports students in taking
leadership in developing a
caring community that is
responsive to the diverse
cultural norms of identities of
all students.
Students take responsibility
SFTPMWJOHDPOìJDUTBOE
maintaining a caring classroom
community. Students promote
respect and appreciation for
differences.

Innovating

Facilitates student selfSFìFDUJPOBOEPOHPJOH
improvement of the caring
community based on respect,
fairness, and the value of all
members.

Students take leadership in
SFTPMWJOHDPOìJDUBOEDSFBUJOH
a fair and respectful classroom
community where student’s
home culture is included and
valued. Students communicate
with empathy and
understanding in interactions
with one another.

Evidence:

C on t i n u u m o f Te a c h i n g P r a c t i c e
The Continuum of Teaching Practice is not designed for use as a stand-alone observation or evaluation instrument.
Developed in collaboration with the CCTC, CDE and New Teacher Center. Revised June 2014.
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Standard 2 CSTP: Creating and Maintaining Effective Environments for Student Learning
Element 2.2 – Creating physical or virtual learning environments that promote student learning, reflect diversity, and encourage constructive and
productive interactions among students

Evidence of Practice: Understanding that the levels become increasingly complex and sophisticated while integrating the skills of previous levels, what examples
from your teaching practice and students’ performance inform your self-assessment? 1) Record detail of evidence discussed 2) Assess level of practice 3) Date

STUDENT

TEACHER

Emerging

Exploring

Is aware of the importance
of the physical and/or virtual
learning environments that
support student learning.

Experiments with adapting the
physical and/or virtual learning
environments that support
student learning.

Is aware that structured
interaction between students
can support learning.

Structures for interaction are
taught in single lessons or
sequence of lessons to support
student learning.

Some students use available
resources in learning
environments during
instruction.

Students use resources provided
in learning environments
and interact with each other
to understand and complete
learning tasks in single lessons
or sequence of lessons.

Applying

%FWFMPQTQIZTJDBMBOEPS
virtual learning environments
UIBUSFìFDUTUVEFOUEJWFSTJUZ
and provide a range of
resources for learning.
6UJMJ[FTBWBSJFUZPGTUSVDUVSFT
for interaction during learning
activities that ensure a focus
on and completion of learning
tasks.

Students use a variety
of resources in learning
environments and interact
in ways that deepen their
understanding of the content
and develop constructive social
and academic interactions.

Integrating

Maintains physical and/or
virtual learning environments
UIBUSFìFDUTUVEFOUEJWFSTJUZ
and provides a broad range
of resources, displays, and
artifacts that are current and
integral to instruction.
Integrates a variety of
structures for interaction that
engage students constructively
and productively in learning.

Students routinely use a
range of resources in learning
environments that relate to and
FOIBODFJOTUSVDUJPOBOESFìFDU
their diversity. Students share
in monitoring and assessment
of interactions to improve
effectiveness and develop a
positive culture for learning.

Innovating

Adapts physical and/or virtual
MFBSOJOHFOWJSPONFOUTìFYJCMZ
to facilitate access to a wide
range of resources that engage
students in learning. Ensures
that environments enhance
MFBSOJOHBOESFìFDUEJWFSTJUZ
within and beyond the
classroom.
Selects from a repertoire of
structures for interaction to
ensure accelerated learning for
the full range of students.
Students participate in
monitoring and changing
the design of learning
environments and structures
for interactions.

Evidence:

C on t i n u u m o f Te a c h i n g P r a c t i c e
The Continuum of Teaching Practice is not designed for use as a stand-alone observation or evaluation instrument.
Developed in collaboration with the CCTC, CDE and New Teacher Center. Revised June 2014.
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Standard 2 CSTP: Creating and Maintaining Effective Environments for Student Learning
Element 2.3 – Establishing and maintaining learning environments that are physically, intellectually, and emotionally safe

Evidence of Practice: Understanding that the levels become increasingly complex and sophisticated while integrating the skills of previous levels, what examples
from your teaching practice and students’ performance inform your self-assessment? 1) Record detail of evidence discussed 2) Assess level of practice 3) Date
Emerging

TEACHER

Adheres to policies and laws
regarding safety that are
required by the site, district,
and state.
Responds to behaviors that
impact student safety as they
arise.

Exploring

Applying

Integrating

Innovating

Recognizes and addresses safety
issues regarding materials,
student interactions, and the
organization of the learning
environments.

Anticipates and reduces risks
to physical, intellectual,
and emotional safety using
multiple strategies that include
examining biases in the
learning environment and
curriculum.

Integrates support for students
to take risks and offer
respectful opinions about
divergent viewpoints.

Shares responsibility with the
students for the establishment
and maintenance of a safe
physical, intellectual, and
emotional environment focused
on high quality and rigorous
learning.

Explores strategies to establish
intellectual and emotional
safety in the classroom.
Explores strategies to
de-escalate student behaviors.

Models and provides instruction
on skills that develop resiliency
and support intellectual and
emotional safety.

STUDENT

Anticipates and reduces risks of
student escalation by matching
adult response to the student’s
learning and behavior levels.
Students are aware of required
safety procedures and the
school and classroom rational
for maintaining safety.

Students follow teacher
guidance regarding potential
safety issues for self or others.

Students take risks, offer
opinions, and share alternative
perspectives.

&OHBHFTJOSFìFDUJPOPOUIFJS
own language and behavior
that contributes to intellectual
and emotional safety in the
classroom.
%FWFMPQTBOEPSTUSFOHUIFOT
positive behavior support
plans to assist in prevention of
behavior problems and deescalation for students.
Students develop and practice
resiliency skills and strategies
to strive for academic
achievement, and establish
intellectual and emotional
safety in the classroom.

6TFTBXJEFSBOHFPGFWJEFODF
based practices to prevent
problem behaviors and deescalate student behaviors.

Students demonstrate resiliency
in perseverance for academic
achievement. Students share
responsibility for intellectual
and emotional safety for
themselves and others in the
classroom.

Evidence:

C on t i n u u m o f Te a c h i n g P r a c t i c e
The Continuum of Teaching Practice is not designed for use as a stand-alone observation or evaluation instrument.
Developed in collaboration with the CCTC, CDE and New Teacher Center. Revised June 2014.
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Standard 2 CSTP: Creating and Maintaining Effective Environments for Student Learning
Element 2.4 – Creating a rigorous learning environment with high expectations and appropriate support for all students

Evidence of Practice: Understanding that the levels become increasingly complex and sophisticated while integrating the skills of previous levels, what examples
from your teaching practice and students’ performance inform your self-assessment? 1) Record detail of evidence discussed 2) Assess level of practice 3) Date
Emerging

TEACHER

Focuses the rigor of the
learning environment on
accuracy of answers and
completion of learning tasks.
Is aware of the importance of
maintaining high expectations
for students.
Is aware of the importance
of explicitly teaching
generalization of skills.

Exploring

Focuses on the development
of a rigorous learning
environment that includes
accuracy, understanding, and
the importance of meeting
targeted learning goals.
Works to maintain high
expectations for students while
becoming aware of achievement
patterns for individuals and
groups of students.

STUDENT

Expands knowledge of strategies
to ensure generalization of skills.

Some students ask for teacher
support to understand or
complete learning tasks.

Some individuals and groups
of students work with the
teacher to support accuracy
and comprehension in their
learning.

Applying

Integrating

%FWFMPQTBSJHPSPVTMFBSOJOH
environment that includes
accuracy, analysis, problem
solving, and appropriate levels
of challenge.

Integrates rigor throughout
the learning environment that
values accuracy, analysis, and
critical reading, writing and
thinking.

Holds high expectations for
students. Has an understanding
of achievement patterns,
and uses scaffolds to address
achievement gaps.

Integrates strategic scaffolds
and technologies throughout
instruction that support
the full range of learners in
meeting high expectations for
achievement.

Plans, utilizes, and
differentiates strategies to
ensure generalization of skills.

Students engage in a variety
of differentiated supports
and challenges in ways that
promote their accuracy,
analysis, and problem solving
in learning.

Analyzes the effectiveness of
specific strategies on individual
student’s ability to generalize
skills.
Students actively use supports
and challenges to complete
critical reading, writing, higher
order thinking, and problem
solving across subject matter.

Innovating

Facilitates a rigorous learning
environment in which
students take leadership in
learning. Fosters extended
studies, research, analysis and
purposeful use of learning.
Supports students to utilize
an extensive repertoire of
differentiated strategies to meet
high expectations.
%FTJHOT JNQMFNFOUT 
and facilitates training on
effective strategies to ensure
generalization of skills.
Students take responsibility to
fully utilize teacher and peer
support, to achieve consistently
high levels of factual and
analytical learning.

Evidence:

C on t i n u u m o f Te a c h i n g P r a c t i c e
The Continuum of Teaching Practice is not designed for use as a stand-alone observation or evaluation instrument.
Developed in collaboration with the CCTC, CDE and New Teacher Center. Revised June 2014.
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Standard 2 CSTP: Creating and Maintaining Effective Environments for Student Learning
Element 2.5 – Developing, communicating, and maintaining high standards for individual and group behavior

STUDENT

TEACHER

Evidence of Practice: Understanding that the levels become increasingly complex and sophisticated while integrating the skills of previous levels, what examples
from your teaching practice and students’ performance inform your self-assessment? 1) Record detail of evidence discussed 2) Assess level of practice 3) Date
Emerging

Exploring

Applying

Integrating

Innovating

Establishes expectations,
rules, and consequences for
individual and group behavior.

%FWFMPQTFYQFDUBUJPOTXJUI
some student involvement.
Communicates, models and
explains expectations for
individual and group behavior.

6TFTNVMUJQMFTUSBUFHJFT
including culturally responsive
instruction to develop and
maintain high standards for
individual and group behavior.

Reviews standards for behavior
with students in single
lessons or sequence of lessons
in anticipation of need for
reinforcement.

6UJMJ[FTSPVUJOFSFGFSFODFTUP
standards for behavior prior
and during individual and
group work.

Integrates equitable
expectations, positive
supports, and consequences for
individual and group behavior
within and across learning
activities.

Facilitates a positive
environment using systems
that ensure students take an
active role in monitoring and
maintaining high standards for
individual and group behaviors.

Students know expectations
for behavior and consequences
and respond to guidance in
following them.

Students follow behavior
expectations, accept
consequences and increase
positive behaviors.

Refers to standards for behavior
and applies consequences as
needed.

Students are aware of classroom
rules and consequences.

Guides and supports students
to self-assess, monitor, and set
goals for individual and group
behavior and participation.

Students respond to individual
and group behaviors and
encourage and support each
other to make improvements.

Students demonstrate
positive behavior, consistent
participation and are valued for
their unique identities.

Evidence:

C on t i n u u m o f Te a c h i n g P r a c t i c e
The Continuum of Teaching Practice is not designed for use as a stand-alone observation or evaluation instrument.
Developed in collaboration with the CCTC, CDE and New Teacher Center. Revised June 2014.
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Standard 2 CSTP: Creating and Maintaining Effective Environments for Student Learning
Element 2.6 – Employing classroom routines, procedures, norms, and supports for positive behavior to ensure a climate in which all students can learn

STUDENT

TEACHER

Evidence of Practice: Understanding that the levels become increasingly complex and sophisticated while integrating the skills of previous levels, what examples
from your teaching practice and students’ performance inform your self-assessment? 1) Record detail of evidence discussed 2) Assess level of practice 3) Date
Emerging

Exploring

Applying

Integrating

Innovating

Establishes procedures, routines
or norms for single lessons to
support student learning.

%FWFMPQTSPVUJOFT QSPDFEVSFT 
and norms in single lessons or
sequence of lessons with some
student involvement.

Maintains regular use of
routines and procedures that are
culturally responsive and engage
students in the development and
monitoring of norms.

Engages students in monitoring
BOESFìFDUJOHPOSPVUJOFT 
procedures, and norms in ways
that are culturally responsive.
Maintains a quality learning
climate that builds on student
strengths.

Facilitates student participating
in developing, monitoring,
and adjusting routines
and procedures focuses
onmaximizing learning.
Classroom climate integrates
school standards and culturally
relevant norms.

Responds to disruptive
behavior.

Students are aware of
procedures, routines, and
classroom norms.

Seeks to promote positive
behaviors and responds to
disruptive behavior.

Students receive correction
for behavior that interferes
with learning, and positive
reinforcement in following
routines, procedures, and
norms.

Reinforces and rewards
appropriate social and academic
behaviors in the classroom
while providing positive
behavior supports. Responds
appropriately to behaviors in
ways that lessen disruptions to
the learning climate.
Students participate in routines,
procedures, and norms and
receive reinforcement for positive
behaviors. Students receive
timely and effective feedback
and consequences for behaviors
that interfere with learning.

Promotes and reinforces
positive behaviors and
consistently prevents or
refocuses behaviors disruptive
to the learning climate.

Students are involved in
assessment and monitoring
of routines, procedures, and
norms in ways that improve the
learning climate.

Promotes and reinforces
positive behaviors and
establishes preventions and
a positive classroom climate
that eliminate most disruptive
behavior.
Students share responsibility
with teacher for managing
and maintaining a positive
classroom climate that
promotes learning.

Evidence:

C on t i n u u m o f Te a c h i n g P r a c t i c e
The Continuum of Teaching Practice is not designed for use as a stand-alone observation or evaluation instrument.
Developed in collaboration with the CCTC, CDE and New Teacher Center. Revised June 2014.
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Standard 2 CSTP: Creating and Maintaining Effective Environments for Student Learning
Element 2.7 – Using instructional time to optimize learning

Evidence of Practice: Understanding that the levels become increasingly complex and sophisticated while integrating the skills of previous levels, what examples
from your teaching practice and students’ performance inform your self-assessment? 1) Record detail of evidence discussed 2) Assess level of practice 3) Date

STUDENT

TEACHER

Emerging

Paces instruction based on
curriculum guidelines.
%FWFMPQTBXBSFOFTTPGIPX
transitions and classroom
management impact pacing
and lessons.
Some students complete
learning activities in time
allotted.

Exploring

Applying

Integrating

Innovating

Paces instruction with some
consideration of lesson type,
adjustments for sufficient
student work time and
transitions to optimize
learning.

Paces instruction with students
to provide adequate time
for instruction, checking for
understanding, completion of
learning activities and closure.

Paces instruction to include
ongoing assessment of student
learning. Supports students in
the monitoring of instructional
time.

1BDFT BEKVTUT BOEìVJEMZ
facilitates instruction and daily
activities.

Students complete learning
activities and, as needed, may
receive some adjustments
of time allotted for tasks or
expectations for completion.

Students participate in and
complete a variety of learning
activities in the time allotted
with options for extension and
review.

Students use their instructional
time to engage in and complete
learning activities and are
prepared for the next sequence
of instruction.

Students monitor their
own time, are engaged in
accomplishing learning goals,
BOEQBSUJDJQBUFJOSFìFDUJPO 
self-assessment, and goal
setting.

Evidence:

C on t i n u u m o f Te a c h i n g P r a c t i c e
The Continuum of Teaching Practice is not designed for use as a stand-alone observation or evaluation instrument.
Developed in collaboration with the CCTC, CDE and New Teacher Center. Revised June 2014.
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C on t i n u u m o f Te a c h i n g P r a c t i c e
The Continuum of Teaching Practice is not designed for use as a stand-alone observation or evaluation instrument.
Developed in collaboration with the CCTC, CDE and New Teacher Center. Revised June 2014.
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3.1 Demonstrating knowledge of subject matter, academic content standards,
3.4 Utilizing instructional strategies that are appropriate to the subject matter
and curriculum frameworks
As teachers develop they may ask, “How do I …” or “Why do I …”
As teachers develop they may ask, “How do I …” or “Why do I …”
t EFWFMPQBOEVTFBSFQFSUPJSFPGJOTUSVDUJPOBMTUSBUFHJFTBQQSPQSJBUFUPUIFTVCKFDUNBUUFS
t FOTVSFUIBUNZTVCKFDUNBUUFSLOPXMFEHFJTTVïDJFOUUPTVQQPSUTUVEFOUMFBSOJOH
t build on students’ life experiences, prior knowledge, and interests to make subject matter relevant
t DPOUJOVFUPLFFQNZTVCKFDUNBUUFSLOPXMFEHFDVSSFOU
  BOENFBOJOHGVMUPTUVEFOUT
t identify, understand, and teach the key concepts and underlying themes and relationships in the
t use effective instructional strategies and approaches to illustrate a concept and its connections
  BDBEFNJDDPOUFOUTUBOEBSETBOETUBUFDVSSJDVMVNGSBNFXPSLT
  XJUIJOBOEBDSPTTTVCKFDUBSFBT
t integrate key concepts, themes, relationships, and connections across subject
t DIBMMFOHFBMMTUVEFOUTUPUIJOLDSJUJDBMMZJOUIFTVCKFDUBSFB
  NBUUFSBSFBT
tIFMQBMMTUVEFOUTEFWFMPQFOUIVTJBTNGPSBOEBEFFQLOPXMFEHFPGUIFTVCKFDUNBUUFS
t ensure that my knowledge of the subject matter incorporates
t use strategies that make the depth and complexity of subject matter
  EJêFSFOUQFSTQFDUJWFT BQQSPQSJBUFUPUIFEJTDJQMJOF
VOEFSTUBOEBCMFUPBMMTUVEFOUT
Standard 3
t maintain and utilize current understanding of relevant content
t individualize instructional strategies appropriate to the subject matter
  TUBOEBSETBOEGSBNFXPSLT
considering accessibility and learning needs of individuals with
Understanding and
FYDFQUJPOBMJUJFT
Organizing Subject Matter
3.2 Applying knowledge of student development
t expand expertise with research-based effective practices
for Student Learning
and proficiencies to ensure student understanding
BQQSPQSJBUFUPUIFTVCKFDUNBUUFS 
of subject matter
Teachers exhibit in-depth working knowledge
As teachers develop they may ask, “How do I …” or
3.5 Using and adapting resources, technologies,
of subject matter, academic content standards, and
“Why do I …”
and standards-aligned instructional materials,
curriculum frameworks. They apply knowledge of
t apply my knowledge of human development and
including adopted materials, to make subject
student development and proficiencies to ensure student
  MFBSOJOHUIFPSZUPUIFVOJRVFTUVEFOUTUIBU*UFBDI
matter accessible to all students
t acquire understanding of my students’ individual
As teachers develop they may ask, “How do I …” or
understanding of content. They organize curriculum to
  DPHOJUJWF TPDJBM FNPUJPOBMBOEQIZTJDBMEFWFMPQNFOU
“Why do I …”
facilitate students’ understanding of the subject matter.
t connect content being taught to students’ prior
t know the full range of materials, resources, and
Teachers utilize instructional strategies that are appropriate
  LOPXMFEHFBOEFYQFSJFODFT
 UFDIOPMPHJFTQSPWJEFECZUIFTDIPPMPSEJTUSJDU
t build understanding of my English learners’ levels
t select materials, resources, and technologies to support
to the subject matter. They use and adapt resources,
of language
EJêFSFOUJBUFETUVEFOUMFBSOJOHPGUIFTVCKFDUNBUUFS
including adopted materials, to make subject matter
acquisition in order to know how to best support their
t TFMFDUBOEVTFMFBSOJOHNBUFSJBMTBOESFTPVSDFTUIBUSFìFDUUIF
accessible to all students. They address the needs
  MFBSOJOH
EJWFSTJUZJONZDMBTTSPPN
of English learners and students with special
t build understanding of my students with special needs in order
t VTFUFDIOPMPHJFTUPDPOWFZLFZDPODFQUTJOUIFTVCKFDUNBUUFS
  UPLOPXIPXBOEXIFOUPEJêFSFOUJBUFJOTUSVDUJPO 
t learn about and access new instructional resources to support
needs to provide equitable access to
TUVEFOUMFBSOJOH
the content.
3.3 Organizing curriculum to facilitate student
t expand expertise with evidence-based instructional and assistive
understanding of the subject matter
UFDIOPMPHZUPTVQQPSUTUVEFOUTBDDFTTUPDIBMMFOHJOHDPOUFOU
As teachers develop they may ask, “How do I …” or “Why do I …”
t use my knowledge of student readiness to learn to organize, sequence, and enhance
3.6 Addressing the needs of English learners and students with
  DVSSJDVMVN
special needs to provide equitable access to the content
t apply my knowledge of the subject matter to organize curriculum, plan lessons and units, and
As teachers develop they may ask, “How do I …” or “Why do I …”
  TFMFDUJOTUSVDUJPOBMTUSBUFHJFTUIBUEFNPOTUSBUFLFZDPODFQUTBOEUIFJSJOUFSSFMBUJPOTIJQT
t BEESFTTUIF&OHMJTI-BOHVBHF%FWFMPQNFOU &-% TUBOEBSETBTUIFZSFMBUFUPNZ&OHMJTI
t PSHBOJ[FTVCKFDUNBUUFSUPSFWFBMBOEWBMVFEJêFSFOUDVMUVSBMQFSTQFDUJWFT
  MFBSOFSTMFWFMPGMBOHVBHFBDRVJTJUJPO
t JODPSQPSBUFTVCKFDUPSHSBEFMFWFMFYQFDUBUJPOTBOEDVSSJDVMVNGSBNFXPSLTJOPSHBOJ[JOHTVCKFDUNBUUFS
t BEESFTTUIF*OEJWJEVBM&EVDBUJPO1MBO *&1 HPBMTBOEPCKFDUJWFTPGNZTUVEFOUTXJUITQFDJBMOFFET
t VUJMJ[FTUBOEBSETBMJHOFEBOEPSBEPQUFEDVSSJDVMVNJOXBZTUIBUTVQQPSUTUVEFOUMFBSOJOH
t select materials, resources, and technologies to support subject matter instruction of my English
t apply my knowledge of various disciplines and integrate cross-disciplinary skills to plan
  MFBSOFSTBOETUVEFOUTXJUITQFDJBMOFFET
  TFRVFODFEMFTTPOTBQQSPQSJBUFUPTUVEFOUTBDDFTTJCJMJUZBOEMFBSOJOHMFWFMT
t ensure access to the critical concepts and themes in the academic content standards and state
DVSSJDVMVNGSBNFXPSLTGPSTUVEFOUTBUWBSJPVTMFWFMTPG&OHMJTIQSPëDJFODZBOEGPSTUVEFOUTXJUITQFDJBMOFFET

Creating and Maintaining Effective Envornments for Student Learning
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Standard 3 CSTP: Understanding and Organizing Subject Matter for Student Learning
Element 3.1 – Demonstrating knowledge of subject matter* academic content standards

TEACHER

Evidence of Practice: Understanding that the levels become increasingly complex and sophisticated while integrating the skills of previous levels, what examples
from your teaching practice and students’ performance inform your self-assessment? 1) Record detail of evidence discussed 2) Assess level of practice 3) Date
Emerging

Exploring

Has foundational knowledge of
subject matter, related academic
language, and academic
content standards.

Examines concepts in subject
matter and academic language
to identify connections
between academic content
standards and instruction.

Applying

6OEFSTUBOETBOEFYQMBJOTUIF
relationship between essential
subject matter concepts,
academic language, and
academic content standards.

Integrating

6TFTCSPBELOPXMFEHFPGUIF
relationships between subject
matter concepts, academic
language, and academic
content standards, and
academic language, in ways
that ensure clear connections
and relevance to students.

Innovating

6TFTFYUFOTJWFLOPXMFEHF
of subject matter concepts,
current issues, academic
language, and research to
make relevant connections to
standards during instruction
and extend student learning.

Evidence:

*See glossary for a more complete definition of academic language
C on t i n u u m o f Te a c h i n g P r a c t i c e
The Continuum of Teaching Practice is not designed for use as a stand-alone observation or evaluation instrument.
Developed in collaboration with the CCTC, CDE and New Teacher Center. Revised June 2014.
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Standard 3 CSTP: Understanding and Organizing Subject Matter for Student Learning
Element 3.2 – Applying knowledge of student development and proficiencies to ensure student understanding of subject matter

TEACHER

Evidence of Practice: Understanding that the levels become increasingly complex and sophisticated while integrating the skills of previous levels, what examples
from your teaching practice and students’ performance inform your self-assessment? 1) Record detail of evidence discussed 2) Assess level of practice 3) Date
Emerging

Exploring

Applying

Integrating

Innovating

Has basic knowledge of student
stages of development while
becoming aware of differences
in students’ understanding of
subject matter.

Expands knowledge of
student development and
implements learning activities
in single lessons or sequence of
lessons that address students’
proficiencies and support
understanding of subject
matter including related
academic language.

6TFTLOPXMFEHFPGTUVEFOU
development and proficiencies
to adapt instruction and meet
students’ diverse learning
needs. Ensures understanding
of subject matter including
related academic language.

Integrates knowledge of
individual student development
to inform instructional
decisions to ensure student
understanding of subject
matter including related
academic language.

%SBXTVQPODPNQSFIFOTJWF
knowledge of students to
guide all students to develop
proficiencies, understand
subject matter including related
academic language.

Provides explicit teaching of
essential vocabulary, idioms,
key words with multiple
meanings, and academic
language in ways that engage
students in accessing subject
matter text or learning
activities.

Provides explicit teaching of
specific academic language,
text structure, grammatical,
and stylistic language features
to ensure equitable access and
subject matter understanding
for the range of student
language levels and abilities.

Teaches subject-specific
vocabulary following
curriculum guidelines.

Provides explicit teaching of
essential content vocabulary
and associated academic
language in single lessons or
sequence of lessons. Explains
academic language, formats,
and vocabulary to support
student access to subject matter
when confusions are identified.

Engages students at all levels
of vocabulary, academic
language, and proficiency
in self-directed goal setting,
monitoring, and improvement.
Guides all students in using
analysis strategies that provides
equitable access and deep
understanding of subject
matter.

Evidence:

C on t i n u u m o f Te a c h i n g P r a c t i c e
The Continuum of Teaching Practice is not designed for use as a stand-alone observation or evaluation instrument.
Developed in collaboration with the CCTC, CDE and New Teacher Center. Revised June 2014.
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Standard 3 CSTP: Understanding and Organizing Subject Matter for Student Learning
Element 3.3 – Organizing curriculum to facilitate student understanding of the subject matter

TEACHER

Evidence of Practice: Understanding that the levels become increasingly complex and sophisticated while integrating the skills of previous levels, what examples
from your teaching practice and students’ performance inform your self-assessment? 1) Record detail of evidence discussed 2) Assess level of practice 3) Date
Emerging

Exploring

Applying

Integrating

Innovating

Follows organization of
curriculum as provided by site
and district to support student
understanding and access of
subject matter.

Examines organization of
curriculum and considers
adjustments in single lessons or
sequence of lessons to support
understanding and access of
subject matter.

6TFTLOPXMFEHFPGDVSSJDVMVN
and student readiness to
organize and adjust the
curriculum to ensure student
access and understanding.

Integrates knowledge of
cross-disciplinary skills,
curriculum and resources to
organize and adjust instruction
within and across subject
matter to ensure student
access and extend student
understanding.

%SBXTVQPOFYUFOTJWF
knowledge of cross-disciplinary
skills, curriculum and related
SFTPVSDFTUPìFYJCMZBOE
effectively organize and adjust
instruction.
Ensures student access,
comprehension and facilitates
student articulation about what
they do and don’t understand.

Evidence:

C on t i n u u m o f Te a c h i n g P r a c t i c e
The Continuum of Teaching Practice is not designed for use as a stand-alone observation or evaluation instrument.
Developed in collaboration with the CCTC, CDE and New Teacher Center. Revised June 2014.
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Standard 3 CSTP: Understanding and Organizing Subject Matter for Student Learning
Element 3.4 – Utilizing instructional strategies that are appropriate to the subject matter

Evidence of Practice: Understanding that the levels become increasingly complex and sophisticated while integrating the skills of previous levels, what examples
from your teaching practice and students’ performance inform your self-assessment? 1) Record detail of evidence discussed 2) Assess level of practice 3) Date
Emerging

TEACHER

6TFTJOTUSVDUJPOBMTUSBUFHJFT
that are provided in the
curriculum.

Exploring

Applying

Integrating

Innovating

Gathers and uses additional
instructional strategies in single
lessons or sequence of lessons to
increase student understanding
of academic language
appropriate to subject matter.

Selects and adapts a variety
research-based effective
practices and of instructional
strategies to ensure student
understanding of academic
language appropriate to
subject matter and that address
students’ diverse learning
needs.

Integrates research-based
effective practices and
instructional strategies
appropriate to subject matter to
meet students’ diverse learning,
to ensure student understanding
of academic language, and
guide students in understanding
connections within and across
subject matter.

%SBXTVQPOBOFYUFOTJWF
repertoire of research-based
effective practices and
instructional strategies to
develop enthusiasm, metacognitive abilities, and support
and challenge the full range
of students towards a deep
knowledge of subject matter.

Evidence:

C on t i n u u m o f Te a c h i n g P r a c t i c e
The Continuum of Teaching Practice is not designed for use as a stand-alone observation or evaluation instrument.
Developed in collaboration with the CCTC, CDE and New Teacher Center. Revised June 2014.
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Standard 3 CSTP: Understanding and Organizing Subject Matter for Student Learning
Element 3.5 – Using and adapting resources, technologies, and standards-aligned instructional materials, including adopted materials, to make subject
matter accessible to all students Evidence of Practice:

Understanding that the levels become increasingly complex and sophisticated while integrating the skills of previous levels, what examples
from your teaching practice and students’ performance inform your self-assessment? 1) Record detail of evidence discussed 2) Assess level of practice 3) Date

TEACHER

Emerging

Exploring

Applying

Integrating

Innovating

6TFTBWBJMBCMFJOTUSVDUJPOBM
materials, resources, and
technologies for specific
lessons to make subject matter
accessible to students.

Explores additional
instructional materials,
resources, and technologies to
make subject matter accessible
to students.

Identifies technological
resources needed.

Explores how to make
technological resources
available to all students.

Selects, adapts, and utilizes
appropriate instructional
materials, resources,
and evidence-based
instructional and assistive
technologies for concept and
skill development in subject
NBUUFS3FTPVSDFTSFìFDUUIF
diversity of the classroom and
support differentiated learning
of subject matter.

Integrates a wide range of
adapted resources, evidencebased instructional and
assistive technologies, and
instructional materials to meet
identified student needs and
make subject matter accessible
to students.

Engages students in identifying
and adapting resources,
evidence-based instructional
and assistive technologies, and
standards-aligned instructional
materials to extend student
understanding and critical
thinking about subject matter.

Assists students with equitable
access to materials, resources,
and technologies technologies
to access challenging content.
Seeks outside resources and
support.

Ensures that students are able
to obtain equitable access to
a wide range of technologies,
through ongoing links to
outside resources and support
to access challenging content.

Guides students to use available
print, electronic, and online
subject matter resources based
on individual needs needs to
access challenging content.
Evidence:

C on t i n u u m o f Te a c h i n g P r a c t i c e
The Continuum of Teaching Practice is not designed for use as a stand-alone observation or evaluation instrument.
Developed in collaboration with the CCTC, CDE and New Teacher Center. Revised June 2014.
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Standard 3 CSTP: Understanding and Organizing Subject Matter for Student Learning
Element 3.6 – Addressing the needs of English Learners and students with special needs* to provide equitable access to the content

Evidence of Practice: Understanding that the levels become increasingly complex and sophisticated while integrating the skills of previous levels, what examples
from your teaching practice and students’ performance inform your self-assessment? 1) Record detail of evidence discussed 2) Assess level of practice 3) Date
Emerging

TEACHER

Is aware of students’ primary
language and English language
proficiencies based on available
assessment data.
Provides adapted materials to
IFMQ&OHMJTI-FBSOFSTBDDFTT
content.

Exploring

Seeks additional information
describing elements of culture
and language proficiencies in
listening, speaking, reading
BOEXSJUJOH6TFTNVMUJQMF
measures for assessing English
learners’ performance to
identify gaps in English
language development.
Attempts to scaffold content
using visuals, models, and
graphic organizers.

Applying

Integrating

Innovating

Identifies English language
proficiencies and English
learner strengths in the study
of language and content.
%JêFSFOUJBUFTJOTUSVDUJPOVTJOH
one or more components of
English language development
to support English learners.

Integrates knowledge of
English language development
and English learner’s strengths
and assessed needs to
differentiate English language
and content instruction.

Engages English learners in
assessment of their progress in
English language development
and in meeting content
standards. Supports students to
establish and monitor language
and content goals.

Creates and implements
scaffolds to support standardsbased instruction using
MJUFSBDZTUSBUFHJFT 4%"*& BOE
content level English language
development in order for students
to improve language proficiencies
and understand content.

%FWFMPQTBOEBEBQUT
instruction to provide a wide
range of scaffolded supports for
language and content for the
range of English learners.

*TSFTPVSDFGVMBOEìFYJCMF
in the design, adjustment
and elimination of scaffolds
based on English learners’
proficiencies, knowledge and
skills in content.

Evidence:

1MFBTFTFFUIFBEEJUJPOBM4UBOEBSEFMFNFOUTUIBUBSFPGQBSUJDVMBSJNQPSUBODFJOUIFFìFDUJWFJOTUSVDUJPOPG&OHMJTI-FBSOFSTtStandard Element 1.2 Connecting learning to students’ prior knowledge,
CBDLHSPVOET MJGFFYQFSJFODFT BOEJOUFSFTUTtStandard Element 3.2 Applying knowledge of student development and proficiencies to ensure student understanding of subject matter
tStandard Element 6.4 Working with families to support student learning
C on t i n u u m o f Te a c h i n g P r a c t i c e
The Continuum of Teaching Practice is not designed for use as a stand-alone observation or evaluation instrument.
Developed in collaboration with the CCTC, CDE and New Teacher Center. Revised June 2014.
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Standard 3 CSTP: Understanding and Organizing Subject Matter for Student Learning
Element 3.6 – Addressing the needs of English Learners and students with special needs* to provide equitable access to the content

Evidence of Practice: Understanding that the levels become increasingly complex and sophisticated while integrating the skills of previous levels, what examples
from your teaching practice and students’ performance inform your self-assessment? 1) Record detail of evidence discussed 2) Assess level of practice 3) Date
Emerging

Has an awareness of the full
range of students identified
with special needs students
through data provided by the
school.

TEACHER

Attends required meetings
with resource personnel and
families.
-FBSOTBCPVUSFGFSSBMQSPDFTTFT
for students with special needs.

Exploring

Applying

Integrating

Seeks additional information
on the full range of students
identified with special needs to
address challenges or supports
in single lessons or sequence of
lessons.

6UJMJ[FTJOGPSNBUJPOPOUIFGVMM
range of students identified with
special needs to assess strengths
and competencies to provide
appropriate challenge and
accommodations in instruction.

Integrates accommodations,
adaptations, and extensions to
instruction for the full range
of students with special needs
to ensure adequate support and
challenge.

Cooperates with resource
personnel, para-educators, and
families during meetings and
activities in support of learning
plans and goals.

Communicates regularly with
resource personnel, paraeducators, and families to
ensure that student services are
provided and progress is made
in accessing appropriate content.

Communicates and
collaborates with colleagues,
support staff and families to
ensure consistent instruction.
Supports families in positive
engagement with the school.

Refers students as needed in a
timely and appropriate manner
supported with documented
data over time, including
interventions tried previous to
referral.

Initiates and monitors
referral processes and followup meetings to ensure that
students receive support and/
or extended learning that
is integrated into the core
curriculum.

Seeks additional information
on struggling learners and
advanced learners to determine
appropriateness for referral.

Innovating

Guides and supports the full
range of students with special
needs to actively engage in the
assessment, and monitor their
own strengths, learning needs,
and achievements in accessing
content.
Communicates and collaborates
with resource personnel, paraeducators, families, leadership,
and students in creating a
coordinated program to optimize
success of the full range of
students with special needs.
Takes leadership at the site/
district and collaborates with
resource personnel to ensure
the smooth and effective
implementation of referral
processes.

Evidence:

* The full range of students with special needs includes students with IEPs, 504 Plans and advanced learners. Please see the additional Standard elements that are of particular importance in the effective
instruction of students with special needs: Standard Element 2.6: Employing classroom routines, procedures, norms, and supports for positive behavior to ensure climate in which all students can learn.
tStandards 2 and 4 contain multiple references to differentiation, adaptations, and adjustments that are all critical supports for students with special needs.
C on t i n u u m o f Te a c h i n g P r a c t i c e
The Continuum of Teaching Practice is not designed for use as a stand-alone observation or evaluation instrument.
Developed in collaboration with the CCTC, CDE and New Teacher Center. Revised June 2014.
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4.1 Using knowledge of students’ academic readiness, language proficiency,
4.4 Planning instruction that incorporates appropriate strategies to meet the
cultural background, and individual development to plan instruction
learning needs of all students
As teachers develop they may ask, “How do I …” or “Why do I …”
As teachers develop they may ask, “How do I …” or “Why do I …”
t JODPSQPSBUFTUVEFOUTQSJPSLOPXMFEHFBOEFYQFSJFODFJONZDVSSJDVMVNBOEJOTUSVDUJPOBMQMBOOJOH
t EFWFMPQVOJUBOEMFTTPOQMBOTUIBUCVJMEPOBOEFYUFOETUVEFOUTVOEFSTUBOEJOHPGTVCKFDUNBUUFS
t use knowledge of my students’ lives, their families, and their communities to inform my planning of
t FOTVSFUIBUFBDIJOTUSVDUJPOBMTUSBUFHZJTSFMBUFEUPMFBSOJOHHPBMT
  DVSSJDVMVNBOEJOTUSVDUJPO
t QMBOJOTUSVDUJPOUPBMMPXFOPVHIUJNFGPSTUVEFOUMFBSOJOH SFWJFX BOEBTTFTTNFOU
t use knowledge of my students’ individual cognitive, social, emotional, and physical development to plan
t use my knowledge of subject matter and my students to plan and appropriately pace instructional activities
  JOTUSVDUJPOBOENBLFBQQSPQSJBUFBEBQUBUJPOTUPNFFUTUVEFOUTVOJRVFOFFET
  XJUIJOBMFTTPOBOEPWFSUJNF
t QMBOMFTTPOTBOEVOJUTUIBUQSPNPUFBDDFTTUPBDBEFNJDDPOUFOUTUBOEBSETGPSBMMTUVEFOUT
t check for understanding, prepare for adjustments, remediate or accelerate instruction, and
t use knowledge of my English learners’ levels of language proficiency to plan instruction
JOEJWJEVBMJ[FXIFOBQQSPQSJBUF
  UIBUTVQQPSUTUIFJSTVCKFDUNBUUFSMFBSOJOHBOEBDBEFNJDMBOHVBHFEFWFMPQNFOU
t BEESFTTUIF&-%TUBOEBSETBQQSPQSJBUFMZ CBTFEPONZ&OHMJTIMFBSOFSTMFWFMTPG
Standard 4
t use knowledge of my students’ diverse learning needs to plan instruction that
MBOHVBHFBDRVJTJUJPO
  TVQQPSUTUIFJSMFBSOJOH
t BEESFTTUIF*&1HPBMTBOEPCKFDUJWFTPGNZTUVEFOUTXJUITQFDJBMOFFET
Planning Instruction
t select materials, resources, and technologies to support the learning
and Designing Learning
4.2 Establishing and articulating goals for student
OFFETPG&OHMJTIMFBSOFSTBOETUVEFOUTXJUITQFDJBMOFFET
Experiences for All Students
learning
t utilize strategies to ensure students, including non-verbal
As teachers develop they may ask, “How do I …” or “Why do I …”
students and/or students with reduced language processing, have a
t build on the strengths, interests, and needs of all students to
GVODUJPOBMDPNNVOJDBUJPOTZTUFN
Teachers use knowledge of students’ academic
  FTUBCMJTIIJHIFYQFDUBUJPOTGPSMFBSOJOH
t utilize strategies to enhance language skills in the areas of listening,
readiness, language proficiency, cultural
t establish long-term and short-term goals that are based on
 TQFBLJOH SFBEJOHBOEXSJUJOH
  BDBEFNJDDPOUFOUTUBOEBSETBOESFìFDUTUVEFOUTTUSFOHUIT 
background, and individual development to plan
  JOUFSFTUT BOEOFFET
4.5 Adapting instructional plans and curricular
instruction.
They establish and articulate goals for
t determine learning goals that address all students’ language
materials to meet the assessed learning needs of
student learning. They develop and sequence long  BCJMJUJFTBOEEJWFSTFMFBSOJOHOFFET
all students
t establish learning goals that address school, district, and
As teachers develop they may ask, “How do I …” or “Why do I …”
term and short-term instructional plans to support
  DPNNVOJUZFYQFDUBUJPOT
t interact with my colleagues to identify typically difficult concepts
student learning. Teachers plan instruction that
t XPSLXJUITUVEFOUTBOEGBNJMJFTUPFTUBCMJTIMFBSOJOHHPBMT
or skills for students in order to re-examine and strengthen plans for
incorporates appropriate strategies to meet the
t develop goals that prepare students for successful transition to
GVUVSFMFTTPOT
  UIFJSOFYUMFBSOJOHFOWJSPONFOU
t Proactively prepare for appropriate adjustments
diverse learning needs of all students. They
t DPNNVOJDBUFDMFBS DIBMMFOHJOH BOEBDIJFWBCMFFYQFDUBUJPOTGPSTUVEFOUT
t CBTFEPONZBTTFTTNFOUPGTUVEFOUMFBSOJOHXIJMFUFBDIJOH
modify and adapt instructional plans
t EFWFMPQ*'41*&1HPBMTBOEPCKFDUJWFTUIBUBSFNFBTVSBCMFBOEPCUBJOBCMF
t strengthen existing plans for students at identified levels of English
to meet the assessed learning
QSPëDJFODZ
4.3 Developing and sequencing long-term and short-term
t TUSFOHUIFOFYJTUJOHQMBOTGPSTUVEFOUTXJUITQFDJBMOFFET
needs of all students.
instructional plans to support student learning
t SFìFDUPONZTVDDFTTFTBOETUSVHHMFTBOEBQQMZXIBU*IBWFMFBSOFEBCPVUFêFDUJWF
As teachers develop they may ask, “How do I …” or “Why do I …”
BOEJOFêFDUJWFTUSBUFHJFTUPFYJTUJOHQMBOTGPSGVUVSFMFTTPOT
t EFTJHOBOJOTUSVDUJPOBMQSPHSBNUIBUDPOTJEFSTUIFMPOHUFSNBOEUIFTIPSUUFSN
t SFìFDUPONZTVDDFTTFTBOETUSVHHMFTXJUIUIFVTFPGDVSSJDVMVNBOEBQQMZXIBU*IBWF
t VTFBTTFTTNFOUSFTVMUTGPSMPOHUFSNBOETIPSUUFSNQMBOOJOH
MFBSOFEUPFYJTUJOHQMBOTGPSGVUVSFMFTTPOT
t JODPSQPSBUFEJWFSTFTVCKFDUNBUUFSQFSTQFDUJWFTJONZQMBOOJOH
t capture what I have learned during a particular lesson so that I can revisit my plans in advance of teaching the
t select and sequence instructional strategies appropriate to the complexity of the lesson content and to
  MFTTPOBHBJO
  TUVEFOUMFBSOJOHOFFET
t QMBOGPSJOTUSVDUJPOCZJODPSQPSBUJOHBMMSFMFWBOU*'41*&1JOGPSNBUJPO
t plan an instructional program that supports students’ second language learning and diverse learning needs
t TUSFOHUIFO*'41*&1EPDVNFOUT JODMVEJOHUSBOTJUJPOQMBOT
t incorporate my professional expertise and knowledge of my students into a prescribed
t DVSSJDVMVN QBDF BOEEJTUSJDUBTTFTTNFOUDBMFOEBS
t DPMMBCPSBUFXJUIDPMMFBHVFTUPNBLFJOTUSVDUJPOBMEFDJTJPOT
t EFTJHOJOTUSVDUJPOTPUIBUTUVEFOUTQBSUJDJQBUFJOTFUUJOHBOEBDIJFWJOHUIFJSJOEJWJEVBMMFBSOJOHHPBMT
t UFBDIUPNBTUFSZBOEQSPNPUFHFOFSBMJ[BUJPOPGMFBSOJOH
t FOTVSFTUVEFOUTXJUIFYDFQUJPOBMJUJFTSFDFJWFBQQSPQSJBUFJOTUSVDUJPOBOETVQQPSUXJUIJOUIFMFBTUSFTUSJDUJWFFOWJSPONFOU
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Standard 4 CSTP: Planning Instruction and Designing Learning Experiences for all Students
Element 4.1 – Using knowledge of students’ academic readiness, language proficiency, cultural background, and individual development to plan instruction.

Evidence of Practice: Understanding that the levels become increasingly complex and sophisticated while integrating the skills of previous levels, what examples
from your teaching practice and students’ performance inform your self-assessment? 1) Record detail of evidence discussed 2) Assess level of practice 3) Date
Emerging

TEACHER

Plans daily lessons using
available curriculum and
information from district and
state required assessments.
Is aware of the impact of bias
on learning.

Exploring

Applying

Integrating

Innovating

Plans single lessons or sequence
of lessons using additional
assessment information
on student academic
readiness, language, cultural
background, and individual
development.

Plans differentiated instruction
based on knowledge of
students’ academic readiness,
academic language, diverse
cultural backgrounds, and
individual cognitive, social,
emotional, and physical
development.

Plans differentiated instruction
which is based on broad
knowledge of students while
matching resources and specific
strategies to students’ diverse
learning needs and cultural
backgrounds.

Plans differentiated instruction
that provides systematic
opportunities for supporting
and extending student learning
based on comprehensive
information on students.

Becomes aware of potential
areas of bias and seeks to learn
about culturally responsive
pedagogy.

Examines potential sources
of bias and stereotyping
XIFOQMBOOJOHMFTTPOT6TFT
culturally responsive pedagogy
in planning.

Planning addresses bias,
stereotyping, and assumptions
about cultures and members of
cultures.

Engages students in
the analysis of bias,
stereotyping, and assumptions.

Evidence:

C on t i n u u m o f Te a c h i n g P r a c t i c e
The Continuum of Teaching Practice is not designed for use as a stand-alone observation or evaluation instrument.
Developed in collaboration with the CCTC, CDE and New Teacher Center. Revised June 2014.
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Standard 4 CSTP: Planning Instruction and Designing Learning Experiences for all Students
Element 4.2 – Establishing and articulating goals for student learning Evidence of Practice:

TEACHER

Understanding that the levels become increasingly complex and sophisticated while integrating the skills of previous levels, what examples
from your teaching practice and students’ performance inform your self-assessment? 1) Record detail of evidence discussed 2) Assess level of practice 3) Date
Emerging

Exploring

Applying

Integrating

Innovating

Establishes measurable and
obtainable learning goals for
single lessons to students based
on content standards and
available curriculum guidelines.

Establishes and shares
measurable and obtainable
learning goals for skill
development with students in
single lessons and sequence of
lessons based on standards and
curriculum.

Establishes and communicates
clear, measurable, and
obtainable learning goals to
students that are accessible,
challenging, and differentiated
to address students’ diverse
learning needs, including IFSP/
IEP goals.

Establishes and articulates
comprehensive, measurable,
and obtainable short- and
long-term learning goals for
students. Plans for students to
articulate and monitor learning
goals.

Establishes and articulates
measurable and obtainable
learning goals that are
communicated clearly, referred
to frequently, and utilized
by students to monitor and
advance their learning.

Evidence:

C on t i n u u m o f Te a c h i n g P r a c t i c e
The Continuum of Teaching Practice is not designed for use as a stand-alone observation or evaluation instrument.
Developed in collaboration with the CCTC, CDE and New Teacher Center. Revised June 2014.
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Standard 4 CSTP: Planning Instruction and Designing Learning Experiences for all Students
Element 4.3 – Developing and sequencing long-term and short-term instructional plans to support student learning

TEACHER

Evidence of Practice: Understanding that the levels become increasingly complex and sophisticated while integrating the skills of previous levels, what examples
from your teaching practice and students’ performance inform your self-assessment? 1) Record detail of evidence discussed 2) Assess level of practice 3) Date
Emerging

Exploring

6TFTΉBWBJMBCMFDVSSJDVMVN
guidelines for daily, short- and
long-term plans.

Begins to plan curriculum
units that include a series of
connected lessons and are
linked to long-term planning to
support student learning.

6TFT*'41*&1HPBMTBOE
objectives to develop shortand long-term plans within
the designated least restrictive
environment.

Planning considers the service
delivery model within the
designated least restrictive
environment, as noted on the
IFSP/IEP.

Applying

Establishes short- and longterm curriculum plans for
subject matter concepts and
essential related academic
language and formats that
support student learning,
mastery and generalization.
Planning incorporates the
service delivery model to
determine appropriate
instruction and support
within the least restrictive
environment.

Integrating

Refines sequence of long-term
QMBOTUPSFìFDUJOUFHSBUJPO
of curriculum guidelines,
frameworks, and content
standards with assessed
instructional needs to ensure
student learning, mastery and
generalization.
Planning involves analysis and
ongoing adjustments to short
and long-term plans for services
within the least restrictive
environment.

Innovating

6UJMJ[FTFYUFOTJWFLOPXMFEHF
of the curriculum,
content standards, and assessed
learning needs to design
cohesive and comprehensive
long- and short-term
instructional plans that ensure
high levels of learning, mastery
and generalization.
Planning includes analysis of
the effectiveness of the least
restrictive environment for
individual student’s needs in all
areas.

Evidence:

C on t i n u u m o f Te a c h i n g P r a c t i c e
The Continuum of Teaching Practice is not designed for use as a stand-alone observation or evaluation instrument.
Developed in collaboration with the CCTC, CDE and New Teacher Center. Revised June 2014.
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Standard 4 CSTP: Planning Instruction and Designing Learning Experiences for all Students
Element 4.4 – Planning instruction that incorporates appropriate strategies to meet the learning needs of all students

Evidence of Practice: Understanding that the levels become increasingly complex and sophisticated while integrating the skills of previous levels, what examples
from your teaching practice and students’ performance inform your self-assessment? 1) Record detail of evidence discussed 2) Assess level of practice 3) Date

TEACHER

Emerging

Exploring

Plans instruction
that incorporates
strategies suggested by
curriculum guidelines.

Selects strategies for single
lessons or sequence of lessons
that respond to students’
diverse learning needs.

Is aware of student content,
learning, and language needs
through data provided by the
site and district.

Seeks to learn about
students’ diverse learning and
language needs beyond basic
data.

Adheres to strategies and
services outlined in students’
IFSP/IEPs to ensure access to
a functional communication
system.

Explores additional strategies
and services to ensure access to
a functional communication
system.

Applying

Integrating

Incorporates instructional
strategies into ongoing
planning address culturally
responsive pedagogy, and
students’ diverse language,
and learning needs. Considers
strategies to provide support
and challenge for students.

Plans differentiated
instruction using strategies to
address learning styles and
meet students’ assessed
language and learning
needs. Incorporates
appropriate support and
challenge for students.

6TFTBTTFTTNFOUTPGTUVEFOUT
learning and language needs to
inform planning differentiated
instruction.

Integrates results from a
broad range of assessments
into planning to meet
students’ diverse learning and
language needs.

6UJMJ[FTFêFDUJWFTUSBUFHJFTBOE
services to ensure access to a
functional communication
system.

Analyzes the effectiveness
of strategies and services to
ensure access to a functional
communication system.

Innovating

Plans instruction incorporating
a repertoire of strategies to
specifically meet students’
diverse language and learning
needs and styles to advance
learning for all.
Facilitates opportunities for
TUVEFOUTUPSFìFDUPOUIFJS
learning and the impact of
instructional strategies to meet
their learning and language
needs.
6UJMJ[FTFYUFOTJWFLOPXMFEHFPG
effective strategies and services
for individual student’s IFSP/
IEP.

Evidence:

C on t i n u u m o f Te a c h i n g P r a c t i c e
The Continuum of Teaching Practice is not designed for use as a stand-alone observation or evaluation instrument.
Developed in collaboration with the CCTC, CDE and New Teacher Center. Revised June 2014.
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Standard 4 CSTP: Planning Instruction and Designing Learning Experiences for all Students
Element 4.5 – Adapting instructional plans and curricular materials to meet the assessed learning needs of all students.

Evidence of Practice: Understanding that the levels become increasingly complex and sophisticated while integrating the skills of previous levels, what examples
from your teaching practice and students’ performance inform your self-assessment? 1) Record detail of evidence discussed 2) Assess level of practice 3) Date
Emerging

TEACHER

Implements lessons and uses
materials from curriculum
provided.

Exploring

Begins to adapt plans and
materials in single lessons or
sequence of lessons to address
students’ learning needs.

Applying

Makes adjustments
and adaptations to
differentiate instructional
QMBOTΉ6TFTDVMUVSBMMZ
responsive pedagogy
and additional materials to
support students’ diverse
learning needs.

Integrating

Makes ongoing adjustments
to instructional plans and uses
a variety of materials as the
instructional need arises to
support student learning.

Innovating

Anticipates and plans for a
wide range of adaptations
to lessons based on in depth
analysis of individual student
needs.
Engages with students to
identify types of adjustments in
instruction that best meet their
learning needs.

Evidence:

C on t i n u u m o f Te a c h i n g P r a c t i c e
The Continuum of Teaching Practice is not designed for use as a stand-alone observation or evaluation instrument.
Developed in collaboration with the CCTC, CDE and New Teacher Center. Revised June 2014.
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C on t i n u u m o f Te a c h i n g P r a c t i c e
The Continuum of Teaching Practice is not designed for use as a stand-alone observation or evaluation instrument.
Developed in collaboration with the CCTC, CDE and New Teacher Center. Revised June 2014.
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5.1 Applying knowledge of the purposes, characteristics, and uses of different
5.4 Using assessment data to establish learning goals and to plan, differentiate,
type of assessments
and modify instruction
As teachers develop, they may ask, “How do I…” or “Why do I…”
As teachers develop, they may ask, “How do I…” or “Why do I…”
t become knowledgeable of the different types of assessments- - and their uses, benefits, and limitations- - that I
t ESBXVQPOBTTFTTNFOUEBUBUPTVQQPSUEFWFMPQNFOUPGMFBSOJOHHPBMT
  ESBXPOUPJOGPSNNZJOTUSVDUJPO
t SFWJFXBOESFWJTFMFBSOJOHHPBMTXJUITUVEFOUTPWFSUJNF
t TFMFDUBTTFTTNFOUTUSBUFHJFTBOEJOTUSVNFOUTBQQSPQSJBUFUPUIFMFBSOJOHPVUDPNFTCFJOHFWBMVBUFE
t FOTVSFUIBUTUVEFOUMFBSOJOHHPBMTSFìFDULFZTVCKFDUNBUUFSDPODFQUT TLJMMT BOEBQQMJDBUJPOT
t use my knowledge of assessment concepts such as validity, reliability, and bias to choose assessments
t VTFJOGPSNBMBTTFTTNFOUTUPBEKVTUJOTUSVDUJPOXIJMFUFBDIJOH
  BQQSPQSJBUFUPNZTUVEFOUT
t VTFNVMUJQMFTPVSDFTPGBTTFTTNFOUUPNFBTVSFTUVEFOUQSPHSFTTBOESFWJTFJOTUSVDUJPOBMQMBOT
t EFTJHOHSBEJOHQSBDUJDFTUIBUESBXPONVMUJQMFTPVSDFTPGJOGPSNBUJPOBOESFìFDU
t XPSLUPEJêFSFOUJBUFHPBMTBOEQMBOTCBTFEPOBTTFTTFEOFFETPGNZEJWFSTFMFBSOFST
  TUVEFOUMFBSOJOH 
t address the specific needs of English learners and students with special needs as I use
Standard 5
t appropriately modify and accommodate state and local assessments based on
BTTFTTNFOUTUPJOGPSNNZJOTUSVDUJPO
Assessing Students
  TUVEFOUTMFBSOJOHBOEBDDFTTJCJMJUZOFFET
for Learning
t apply knowledge of gender, family background and cultural and linguistic
5.5 Involving all students in self-assessment, goal
  CJBTFTUIBUJNQBDUGPSNBMBOEJOGPSNBMBTTFTTNFOUPVUDPNFT
setting, and monitoring progress
Teachers apply knowledge of the purposes,
As teachers develop, they may ask, “How do I…” or “Why do I…”
characteristics, and uses of different types of
5.2 Collecting and analyzing assessment data from
t NBLFBTTFTTNFOUJOUFHSBMUPUIFMFBSOJOHQSPDFTT
assessments. They collect and analyze assessment
a variety of sources to inform instruction
t NBLFBTTFTTNFOUBOJOUFSBDUJWFQSPDFTTCFUXFFOUFBDIFSBOETUVEFOU
data from a variety of sources and use those data to
t As teachers develop, they may ask, “How do I…” or “Why do I…”
t NPEFMTFMGBTTFTTNFOUTUSBUFHJFTGPSBMMTUVEFOUT
t keep a continuous and comprehensive record of group and
t develop and use tools and guidelines that help all students assess
inform instruction. They review data, both individually
  JOEJWJEVBMBDIJFWFNFOU
 UIFJSXPSLBOENPOJUPSUIFJSMFBSOJOHHPBMT
and with colleagues, to monitor student learning.
t select, design, and use assessment tools appropriate to what is
t provide opportunities for all students to engage in peer discussion
Teachers use assessment data to establish learning goals
  CFJOHBTTFTTFE
 BOESFìFDUJPOPGUIFJSXPSL
and to plan, differentiate, and modify instruction. They
t DPMMFDU TFMFDU BOESFìFDUVQPOFWJEFODFPGTUVEFOUMFBSOJOH
t QSPWJEFPQQPSUVOJUJFTGPSBMMTUVEFOUTUPEFNPOTUSBUFBOESFìFDUPO
t work with families to gather information about all students and
UIFJSMFBSOJOHJOTJEFBOEPVUTJEFPGUIFDMBTTSPPN
involve all students in self-assessment, goal setting
  UIFJSMFBSOJOH
and monitoring progress. Teachers use available
t use standardized tests, diagnostic tools, and developmental
5.6 Using available technologies to assist in
technologies to assist in assessment, analysis, and
  BTTFTTNFOUTUPVOEFSTUBOETUVEFOUQSPHSFTT
assessment, analysis, and communication of
communication of student learning. They use
t use a range of assessment strategies to implement and monitor
student learning
assessment information to share timely
  JOEJWJEVBMJ[FETUVEFOUMFBSOJOHHPBMT JODMVEJOH*&1HPBMT
As teachers develop, they may ask, “How do I…” or “Why do I…”
t BTTFTTTUVEFOUCFIBWJPSUPTVQQPSUMFBSOJOH
t become familiar with and select technology resources that support
and comprehensible feedback with
t interpret data based on how an assessment is scored and what results
BTTFTTNFOUQSBDUJDFT
students and their families.
  JUSFQPSUT
t VTFUFDIOPMPHZUPBOBMZ[FTUVEFOUMFBSOJOHBOEJOGPSNJOTUSVDUJPO
t use appropriate technology resources to communicate students’ learning to students
5.3 Reviewing data, both individually and with colleagues, to
BOEUIFJSGBNJMJFT
monitor student learning
As teachers develop, they may ask, “How do I…” or “Why do I…”
5.7 Using assessment information to share timely and comprehensible feedback
t SFWJFXTUVEFOUBTTFTTNFOUEBUBXJUIDPMMFBHVFT
with students and their families
t 6TFBTTFTTNFOUSFTVMUTUPNPOJUPSNZUFBDIJOHBOEHVJEFQMBOOJOHBOEJOTUSVDUJPO
As teachers develop, they may ask, “How do I…” or “Why do I…”
t 6TFBTTFTTNFOUJOGPSNBUJPOUPEFUFSNJOFXIFOBOEIPXUPSFWJTJUDPOUFOUUIBUIBTCFFOUBVHIU
tQSPWJEFBMMTUVEFOUTXJUIJOGPSNBUJPOBCPVUUIFJSQSPHSFTTBTUIFZFOHBHFJOMFBSOJOHBDUJWJUJFT
t 6TFBTTFTTNFOUEBUBUPFMJNJOBUFHBQTCFUXFFOTUVEFOUTQPUFOUJBMBOEUIFJSQFSGPSNBODF
tJOJUJBUFSFHVMBSBOEUJNFMZDPOUBDUXJUIGBNJMJFTBOESFTPVSDFQSPWJEFSTBCPVUTUVEFOUQSPHSFTT
t 6TFBTTFTTNFOUSFTVMUTUPQMBOJOTUSVDUJPOUPTVQQPSU&OHMJTIMFBSOFST
tcommunicate assessment results to families in ways that are respectful and understandable
t 6TFBTTFTTNFOUSFTVMUTUPQMBOJOTUSVDUJPOUPTVQQPSUTUVEFOUT*&14
tQSPWJEFGBNJMJFTXJUIXBZTUPVTFBTTFTTNFOUJOGPSNBUJPOBUIPNFUPJNQSPWFTUVEFOUMFBSOJOH
t collect and utilize data to ensure educational benefit when aligning assessment data with goals and services
  XJUIJOUIFMFBTUSFTUSJDUJWFFOWJSPONFOU
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Standard 5 CSTP: Assessing Students for Learning
Element 5.1 – Applying knowledge of the purposes, characteristics, and uses of different types of assessments

Evidence of Practice: Understanding that the levels become increasingly complex and sophisticated while integrating the skills of previous levels, what examples
from your teaching practice and students’ performance inform your self-assessment? 1) Record detail of evidence discussed 2) Assess level of practice 3) Date

TEACHER

Emerging

Exploring

Is aware of the purposes, and
characteristics, and possible
biases of formative and
summative assessments.

Explores the use of different
types of pre-assessment, and
formative and summative
assessments.

Is aware of accommodations
and modifications for state and
local assessments as outlined in
individual student’s IEP.

Begins to identify specific
characteristics of assessments
that yield different types of
information about student
preparedness, progress, and
proficiency and minimizes bias.
Begins to identify specific
purposes and uses of
accommodations and
modifications for state and
local assessments.

Applying

Integrating

Innovating

%FDJEFTPOUIFQVSQPTFGPS
assessment and skills to be
assessed to select appropriately
matched pre-, formative, and
summative assessments.

%FWFMPQTBOEBEBQUTUIFSBOHF
of appropriate assessments
to address questions about
students’ learning needs and
progress.

%FNPOTUSBUFTQVSQPTFGVM
use of a wide range of
assessments to support
differentiated student learning
OFFETBOESFìFDUQSPHSFTT

Selects assessments based on
a clear understanding of the
purposes and characteristics
and possible bias of assessments
to support student learning.

Integrates a variety of
characteristics into assessments
to allow students with a
range of learning needs to
demonstrate what they know
without bias.

%SBXTìFYJCMZGSPNBSFQFSUPJSF
of appropriate and unbiased
assessment options and
characteristics to maximize
student demonstration of
knowledge.

6TFTBOEBEBQUT
accommodations and
modifications for state and
local assessments based on
individual student’s learning
and accessibility needs.

%FNPOTUSBUFTQVSQPTFGVM
use of a wide range of
accommodations and
modifications for local
assessments systematically and
ìFYJCMZ

Selects appropriate and
legal accommodations and
modifications for state and
local assessments.

Evidence:

C on t i n u u m o f Te a c h i n g P r a c t i c e
The Continuum of Teaching Practice is not designed for use as a stand-alone observation or evaluation instrument.
Developed in collaboration with the CCTC, CDE and New Teacher Center. Revised June 2014.
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Standard 5 CSTP: Assessing Students for Learning
Element 5.2 – Collecting and analyzing assessment data from a variety of sources to inform instruction

Evidence of Practice: Understanding that the levels become increasingly complex and sophisticated while integrating the skills of previous levels, what examples
from your teaching practice and students’ performance inform your self-assessment? 1) Record detail of evidence discussed 2) Assess level of practice 3) Date
Emerging

Exploring

Applying

Integrating

Innovating

%FTJHOTBOEJOUFHSBUFTBO
assessment plan that provides
formal and informal assessment
data on student learning.

Infuses assessments strategically
and systematically throughout
instruction to collect ongoing
assessment data appropriate for
the range of learning needs.

Explores collecting additional
data using supplemental
assessments.

Collects a variety of formal and
informal assessment data on
student learning.

Follows required processes
for data analysis and draws
conclusions about student
learning.

Makes adjustments in planning
for single lessons or sequence
of lessons based on analysis of
assessment data.

6TFTBOBMZTJTPGBWBSJFUZPG
data to inform planning and
differentiation of instruction.

TEACHER

6TFTEBUBGSPNSFRVJSFE
assessments to assess student
learning.

6TFTEBUBBOBMZTJTPGBCSPBE
range of assessments to provide
comprehensive information
to guide planning and
differentiation of instruction.

6TFTSFTVMUTPGPOHPJOH
data analysis to plan and
differentiate instruction for
maximum academic success.

Evidence:

C on t i n u u m o f Te a c h i n g P r a c t i c e
The Continuum of Teaching Practice is not designed for use as a stand-alone observation or evaluation instrument.
Developed in collaboration with the CCTC, CDE and New Teacher Center. Revised June 2014.
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Standard 5 CSTP: Assessing Students for Learning
Element 5.3 – Reviewing data, both individually and with colleagues, to monitor student learning

Evidence of Practice: Understanding that the levels become increasingly complex and sophisticated while integrating the skills of previous levels, what examples
from your teaching practice and students’ performance inform your self-assessment? 1) Record detail of evidence discussed 2) Assess level of practice 3) Date
Emerging

TEACHER

Reviews and monitors available
assessment data as required by
site and district processes.
Recognizes that IFSP/IEP
goals are based on data and
developed with colleagues in
all areas of need; services are
provided within the designated
least restrictive environment.

Exploring

Applying

Reviews and monitors
additional assessment data
individually and with
colleagues and identifies
learning needs of individual
students.

Reviews and monitors a
variety of data on student
learning individually and with
colleagues to identify trends
and patterns among groups of
students.

Expands knowledge that IFSP/
IEP goals are developed using
data from past progress and are
linked to services within the
least restrictive environment.

Systematically reviews
data individually and with
colleagues that allows for
evidence of educational benefit.

Integrating

Innovating

Reviews and monitors a broad
range of data individually and
with colleagues to analyze
student thinking and identify
underlying causes for trends.

Facilitates collaborative work
and fosters colleagues ability to
identify and address underlying
causes for achievement patterns
and trends.

Adjusts instruction, goals, or
services based on data reviewed
individually or with colleagues
to ensure educational benefit.

Systematically reviews data
individually or with colleagues
to offer evidence of change
to ensure educational benefit
within the least restrictive
environment.

Evidence:

C on t i n u u m o f Te a c h i n g P r a c t i c e
The Continuum of Teaching Practice is not designed for use as a stand-alone observation or evaluation instrument.
Developed in collaboration with the CCTC, CDE and New Teacher Center. Revised June 2014.
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Standard 5 CSTP: Assessing Students for Learning
Element 5.4 – Using assessment data to establish learning goals and to plan, differentiate, and modify instruction

TEACHER

Evidence of Practice: Understanding that the levels become increasingly complex and sophisticated while integrating the skills of previous levels, what examples
from your teaching practice and students’ performance inform your self-assessment? 1) Record detail of evidence discussed 2) Assess level of practice 3) Date
Emerging

Exploring

Applying

Integrating

Innovating

6TFTEBUBGSPNBTTFTTNFOUT
provided by site and district to
set learning goals for the class.

6TFTEBUBGSPNBWBJMBCMF
assessments to establish content
based learning goals for class
and individual students in
single lessons or sequence of
lessons.

6TFTBWBSJFUZPGBTTFTTNFOU
data to set student learning
goals for content and academic
language.

Integrates a broad range of data
to set learning goals for content
and academic language across
content standards.

Plans differentiated lessons and
modifications to instruction to
meet students’ diverse learning
needs.

Plans differentiated instruction
targeted to meet individual
and group learning needs.
Modifies lessons during
instruction based on informal
assessments.

3FìFDUTPOEBUBDPOUJOVPVTMZ
to make ongoing refinements
to learning goals for content
and academic language for the
full range of students.

Plans instruction using
available curriculum guidelines.

Plans adjustments in
instruction to address learning
needs of individual students.

6TFTEBUBTZTUFNBUJDBMMZUP
refine planning, differentiate
instruction, and make ongoing
adjustments to match the
evolving learning needs of
individuals and groups.

Evidence:

C on t i n u u m o f Te a c h i n g P r a c t i c e
The Continuum of Teaching Practice is not designed for use as a stand-alone observation or evaluation instrument.
Developed in collaboration with the CCTC, CDE and New Teacher Center. Revised June 2014.
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Standard 5 CSTP: Assessing Students for Learning
Element 5.5 – Involving all students in self-assessment, goal setting*, and monitoring progress

Evidence of Practice: Understanding that the levels become increasingly complex and sophisticated while integrating the skills of previous levels, what examples
from your teaching practice and students’ performance inform your self-assessment? 1) Record detail of evidence discussed 2) Assess level of practice 3) Date

TEACHER

Emerging

Exploring

Applying

Integrating

Informs students about lesson
objectives, outcomes, and
summative assessment results.
Recognizes the need for
individual learning goals.

Begins to encourage students to
establish learning goals through
single lessons or sequence of
lessons that include goal setting
exercises.

Models and scaffolds student
self-assessment and goal
setting processes for learning
content and academic language
development.

Implements structures for
students to self-assess and
set learning goals related
to content, academic
language and individual skills.

Monitors progress using
available tools for recording.

Provides students with
opportunities in single lessons
or sequence of lessons to
monitor their own progress
toward class or individual goals.

Guides students to monitor and
SFìFDUPOQSPHSFTTPOBSFHVMBS
basis.

Integrates student selfassessment, goal setting, and
monitoring progress across the
curriculum.

Innovating

Provides systematic
opportunities for student selfassessment, goal setting, and
monitoring progress.
%FWFMPQTTUVEFOUTNFUB
cognitive skills for analyzing
progress and refining goals
towards high levels of academic
achievement.

Evidence:

* Consider the inclusion of English Language Development or Academic English goals along with content goals.
C on t i n u u m o f Te a c h i n g P r a c t i c e
The Continuum of Teaching Practice is not designed for use as a stand-alone observation or evaluation instrument.
Developed in collaboration with the CCTC, CDE and New Teacher Center. Revised June 2014.
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Standard 5 CSTP: Assessing Students for Learning
Element 5.6 – Using available technologies to assist in assessment, analysis, and communication of student learning

Evidence of Practice: Understanding that the levels become increasingly complex and sophisticated while integrating the skills of previous levels, what examples
from your teaching practice and students’ performance inform your self-assessment? 1) Record detail of evidence discussed 2) Assess level of practice 3) Date

TEACHER

Emerging

6TFTBWBJMBCMFUFDIOPMPHZUP
record assessments, determine
proficiency levels, and make
required communications
about student learning.

Exploring

Explores use of additional
technologies to implement
individual assessments, record
results, and communicate
with administration,
colleagues, and families about
student learning.

Applying

6TFTUFDIOPMPHZUPEFTJHO
and implement assessments,
record and analyze results, and
communicate about student
learning with administration,
colleagues, families, and
students. Ensures that
communications are received
by those who lack access to
technology.

Integrating

Integrates a variety
of technologies into
the development,
implementation, analysis
of assessments, and
communication of student
learning to all audiences.

Innovating

6TFTBXJEFSBOHFPG
technologies to design,
implement, and analyze
assessments and provides
for in depth and ongoing
communication regarding
student learning for all
audiences.

Evidence:

C on t i n u u m o f Te a c h i n g P r a c t i c e
The Continuum of Teaching Practice is not designed for use as a stand-alone observation or evaluation instrument.
Developed in collaboration with the CCTC, CDE and New Teacher Center. Revised June 2014.
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Standard 5 CSTP: Assessing Students for Learning
Element 5.7 – Using assessment information to share timely and comprehensible feedback with students and their families

Evidence of Practice: Understanding that the levels become increasingly complex and sophisticated while integrating the skills of previous levels, what examples
from your teaching practice and students’ performance inform your self-assessment? 1) Record detail of evidence discussed 2) Assess level of practice 3) Date
Emerging

TEACHER

Provides students with
feedback through assessed
work and required summative
assessments.
/PUJëFTGBNJMJFTPGTUVEFOU
proficiencies, challenges, and
behavior issues through school
mandated procedures.

Exploring

Applying

Integrating

Provides students with
additional feedback based on
formative assessments from
single lessons or sequence
of lessons. Seeks to provide
feedback in ways that students
understand.

Provides students with clear
and timely information about
strengths, needs, and strategies
for improving academic
achievement.

Integrates the ongoing sharing
of clear and timely feedback
to students from formal and
informal assessments in ways
that support increased learning.

Provides opportunities for
comprehensible and timely
two-way communications with
families to share student
assessments, progress, raise
issues and/or concerns, and
guide family support.

Communicates regularly with
families to share a range of
assessment information that is
comprehensible and responsive
to individual student and
family needs.

Communicates with families
about student progress,
strengths, and needs at
reporting periods. Contacts
families as needs arise
regarding struggling students
or behavior issues.

Innovating

Facilitates students’ leadership
in seeking and using ongoing
comprehensible feedback to
accelerate their learning.
Engages families in a variety
of ongoing comprehensible
communications about
individual student progress and
ways to provide and monitor
support.

Evidence:

C on t i n u u m o f Te a c h i n g P r a c t i c e
The Continuum of Teaching Practice is not designed for use as a stand-alone observation or evaluation instrument.
Developed in collaboration with the CCTC, CDE and New Teacher Center. Revised June 2014.
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C on t i n u u m o f Te a c h i n g P r a c t i c e
The Continuum of Teaching Practice is not designed for use as a stand-alone observation or evaluation instrument.
Developed in collaboration with the CCTC, CDE and New Teacher Center. Revised June 2014.
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6.1 Reflecting on teaching practice in support of student learning
As teachers develop, they may ask, “How do I…” or “Why do I…”
t BTTFTTNZHSPXUIBTBUFBDIFSPWFSUJNF
t MFBSOBCPVUUFBDIJOHBT*PCTFSWFBOEJOUFSBDUXJUINZTUVEFOUT
t SFìFDUPONZJOTUSVDUJPOBMTVDDFTTFTBOEEJMFNNBTUPNPWFNZQSBDUJDFGPSXBSE
t BOBMZ[FNZUFBDIJOHUPVOEFSTUBOEXIBUDPOUSJCVUFTUPTUVEFOUMFBSOJOH
t GPSNVMBUFQSPGFTTJPOBMEFWFMPQNFOUQMBOTUIBUBSFCBTFEPONZSFìFDUJPOBOEBOBMZTJT
t EFWFMPQBXBSFOFTTPGQPUFOUJBMCJBTUIBUNJHIUJOìVFODFNZUFBDIJOHPSBêFDUTUVEFOUMFBSOJOH
t FOHBHFJOUIFEFTJHOBOEJNQMFNFOUBUJPOPGSFTFBSDIBOEJORVJSZ

6.4 Working with families to support student learning
As teachers develop, they may ask, “How do I…” or “Why do I…”
t WBMVFBOESFTQFDUTUVEFOUTGBNJMJFTBOEBQQSFDJBUFUIFJSSPMFJOTUVEFOUMFBSOJOH
t EFWFMPQBOVOEFSTUBOEJOHPGGBNJMJFTSBDJBM DVMUVSBM MJOHVJTUJD BOETPDJPFDPOPNJDCBDLHSPVOET
t engage families as sources of knowledge about students’ strengths, interests, and needs in support of their learning
  BOEQFSTPOBMHSPXUIBOEEFWFMPQNFOU
t QSFTFOUUIFFEVDBUJPOBMQSPHSBNUPBMMGBNJMJFTJOBUIPSPVHIBOEDPNQSFIFOTJCMFGBTIJPO
t QSPWJEFPQQPSUVOJUJFTGPSBMMGBNJMJFTUPQBSUJDJQBUFJOUIFDMBTTSPPNBOETDIPPMDPNNVOJUZ
t
FTUBCMJTIPOHPJOHFêFDUJWFGFFECBDLTZTUFNTCFUXFFOTUVEFOUT GBNJMJFT BOETDIPPM

Standard 6
6.2 Establishing professional goals and engaging in continuous
6.5 Engaging local communities in support of the instructional
and purposeful professional growth and development
program
Developing as a
As teachers develop, they may ask, “How do I…” or “Why do I…”
As teachers develop, they may ask, “How do I…” or “Why do I…”
Professional Educator
t NBJOUBJOBOBUUJUVEFPGMJGFMPOHMFBSOJOH
t increase my understanding of the cultures and dynamics of my students’
t establish goals and seek out opportunities for professional
DPNNVOJUJFT
  HSPXUIBOEEFWFMPQNFOU
t value and respect the students’ communities and appreciate the role of
5FBDIFSTSFìFDUPOUIFJSUFBDIJOHQSBDUJDF
t ensure that professional goals are informed by appropriate resources
DPNNVOJUZJOTUVEFOUMFBSOJOH
to support student learning. They establish
such as the knowledge base for teaching, school and district priorities,
t QSPNPUFDPMMBCPSBUJPOCFUXFFOTDIPPMBOEDPNNVOJUZ
  DPMMFBHVFT TVQFSWJTPST NFOUPST BOENZQFSTPOBMSFìFDUJPOT
t identify and draw upon school, district, and local community social
professional goals and engage in continuous and
t use professional literature, district professional development, and
TFSWJDFSFTPVSDFTUPCFOFëUTUVEFOUTBOEUIFJSGBNJMJFT
purposeful professional growth and development.
other professional opportunities to increase my understanding of
t seek out and use additional resources from the local community and
They collaborate with colleagues and engage in the
  UFBDIJOHBOEMFBSOJOH
 CVTJOFTTFTUPTVQQPSUTUVEFOUMFBSOJOH
t MFBSONPSFBCPVUNZPXOQSPGFTTJPOBMSPMFTBOESFTQPOTJCJMJUJFT
t provide my students with community-based experiences that support
broader professional community to support teacher and
t coninue to seek out and refine approaches that make the curriculum
UIFJSMFBSOJOH
student learning. Teachers learn about and work with
  BDDFTTJCMFUPBMMTUVEFOUT
families to support student learning. They engage
t expand my knowledge and effective application of new instructional
6.6 Managing professional responsibilities to
  NFUIPETBOEUFDIOPMPHJFT
maintain motivation and commitment to all students
local communities in support of the instructional
t FWBMVBUFBOEJODPSQPSBUFSFTFBSDIUPVUJMJ[FFWJEFODFCBTFEQSBDUJDFT
As teachers develop, they may ask, “How do I…” or “Why do I…”
program. They manage professional responsibilities
t DIBMMFOHFNZTFMGJOUFMMFDUVBMMZBOEDSFBUJWFMZUISPVHIPVUNZDBSFFS
to maintain motivation and commitment
6.3 Collaborating with colleagues and the broader
t find support and develop strategies to balance professional responsibilities
professional community to support teacher
XJUINZQFSTPOBMOFFET
to all students. Teachers demonstrate
and student learning
t NBOBHFTUSFTTBOENBJOUBJOBQPTJUJWFBUUJUVEFXJUITUVEFOUTBOEDPMMFBHVFT
professional responsibility, integrity,
As teachers develop, they may ask, “How do I…” or “Why do I…”
tBEESFTTUIFDPNQMJDBUJPOTBOEDIBMMFOHFTPGUFBDIJOH
and ethical conduct.
t collaborate with teachers, administrators, education specialist, paraeducators, and
t JEFOUJGZTPVSDFTPGFOHBHFNFOUBOESFOFXBMJONZQSPGFTTJPOBMXPSL
  TUBêUPFOTVSFUIBUBMMTUVEFOUTEJWFSTFMFBSOJOHOFFET JOUFSFTUT BOETUSFOHUITBSFNFU
t remain receptive to the feedback of colleagues, mentors, and supervisors in support of my
6.7 Demonstrating professional responsibility, integrity, and
  UFBDIJOHQSBDUJDFBOETUVEFOUMFBSOJOH
ethical conduct
t TVQQPSUTDIPPMBOEEJTUSJDUHPBMTBOEQSJPSJUJFT
As teachers develop, they may ask, “How do I…” or “Why do I…”
t DPOUSJCVUFUPTDIPPMXJEFFWFOUT BDUJWJUJFT BOEEFDJTJPONBLJOH
t remain informed of, understand, and uphold the professional codes, ethical responsibilities, and legal requirements
t establish and maintain productive relationships with other school staff to become a visible and valued member of the
  BQQMJDBCMFUPUIFQSPGFTTJPO
  TDIPPMBOEEJTUSJDUDPNNVOJUJFT
t contribute to school and student success by being knowledgeable of learning goals, standards, and objectives
t DPOUSJCVUFUPUIFMFBSOJOHPGPUIFSFEVDBUPST
  FTUBCMJTIFECZSFMFWBOUOBUJPOBM TUBUF BOEMPDBMPSHBOJ[BUJPOTBOETUBLFIPMEFST
t CFOFëUGSPNBOEDPOUSJCVUFUPQSPGFTTJPOBMPSHBOJ[BUJPOTUPJNQSPWFNZUFBDIJOH
t NFFUNZQSPGFTTJPOBMPCMJHBUJPOTUPJNQMFNFOUTDIPPM EJTUSJDU TUBUF BOEGFEFSBMQPMJDJFTBOEHVJEFMJOFT
t CFOFëUGSPNBOEBEEUPUIFLOPXMFEHFCBTFPGUIFQSPGFTTJPO
t FYUFOENZLOPXMFEHFBCPVUNZQSPGFTTJPOBMBOEMFHBMSFTQPOTJCJMJUJFTGPSTUVEFOUTMFBSOJOH CFIBWJPS BOETBGFUZ
t QSPWJEFHVJEBODFBOEEJSFDUJPOUPQBSBFEVDBUPST UVUPST BOEWPMVOUFFST
t NBJOUBJOQSPGFTTJPOBMDPOEVDUBOEJOUFHSJUZJOUIFDMBTTSPPNBOETDIPPMDPNNVOJUZ
t provide a continuum of support from consultation, collaboration, co-teaching to coaching/mentoring with multi- or
t JOUFSBDUBQQSPQSJBUFMZXJUITUVEFOUTBOEGBNJMJFTPVUTJEFUIFDMBTTSPPN
  JOUFSEJTDJQMJOBSZUFBNNFNCFST
t EFNPOTUSBUFNZQSPGFTTJPOBMPCMJHBUJPOTUPTUVEFOUT DPMMFBHVFT TDIPPM BOEUIFQSPGFTTJPO
t FOTVSFKPJOUSFTQPOTJCJMJUZGPSTUVEFOUHSPXUIJOBDBEFNJD CFIBWJPSBM BOETPDJBMFNPUJPOBMMFBSOJOH
t SFTPMWFDPOìJDUBOECVJMEDPOTFOTVTUISPVHIBEWPDBDZGPSJNQSPWFEQSPHSBNT TFSWJDFT BOEPVUDPNFTGPSTUVEFOUT
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Standard 6 CSTP: Developing as a Professional Educator
Element 6.1 - Reflecting on teaching practice in support of student learning

Evidence of Practice: Understanding that the levels become increasingly complex and sophisticated while integrating the skills of previous levels, what examples
from your teaching practice and students’ performance inform your self-assessment? 1) Record detail of evidence discussed 2) Assess level of practice 3) Date

TEACHER

Emerging

*TBXBSFPGUIFOFFEUPSFìFDU
on teaching practice to support
TUVEFOUMFBSOJOHΉ3FìFDUT
individually or with colleagues
on immediate student learning
needs.

Exploring

#FHJOTUPFOHBHFJOSFìFDUJPO
on teaching practice
individually and with
colleagues that is focused on
methods to support the full
range of learners.

Applying

Integrating

Innovating

&OHBHFTJOSFìFDUJPO
individually and with
colleagues on the relationship
between making adjustments
in teaching practice and impact
on the full range of learners.

3FìFDUTJOEJWJEVBMMZBOEXJUI
colleagues on refinements
in teaching practice and
connections among the
elements of the CSTP to
positively impact the full range
of learners.

.BJOUBJOTPOHPJOHSFìFDUJWF
practice and action research in
supporting student learning
and raising the level of
academic achievement.
Engages in and fosters
SFìFDUJPOBNPOHDPMMFBHVFTGPS
school wide impact on student
learning.

Evidence:

C on t i n u u m o f Te a c h i n g P r a c t i c e
The Continuum of Teaching Practice is not designed for use as a stand-alone observation or evaluation instrument.
Developed in collaboration with the CCTC, CDE and New Teacher Center. Revised June 2014.
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Standard 6 CSTP: Developing as a Professional Educator
Element 6.2 – Establishing professional goals and engaging in continuous and purposeful professional growth and development

Evidence of Practice: Understanding that the levels become increasingly complex and sophisticated while integrating the skills of previous levels, what examples
from your teaching practice and students’ performance inform your self-assessment? 1) Record detail of evidence discussed 2) Assess level of practice 3) Date
Emerging

%FWFMPQTHPBMTDPOOFDUFEUP
the CSTP through required
processes and local protocols.

TEACHER

Attends required professional
development.

Exploring

Applying

Integrating

Innovating

Sets goals connected to the
CSTP that take into account
self-assessment of teaching
practice.

Sets goals connected to the
CSTP that are authentic,
challenging, and based on selfassessment.

Expands knowledge and
skills individually and with
colleagues through research
and available professional
development.

Aligns personal goals with
school and district goals,
and focuses on improving
student learning.

Sets and modifies authentic
goals connected to the
CSTP that are intellectually
challenging and based on selfassessment and feedback from a
variety of sources.

Sets and modifies a broad range
of professional goals connected
to the CSTP to improve
instructional practice and
impact student learning within
and beyond the classroom.

Engages in and contributes
to professional development
and use of evidence-based
practices targeted on student
achievement. Pursues a variety
of additional opportunities to
learn professionally through
evaluating research.

Engages in ongoing inquiry
into evidence-based teacher
practice for professional
development.

Selects and engages in
professional development
based on research and needs
identified in professional goals.

Contributes to professional
organizations, incorporates
research, and development
opportunities to extend own
teaching practice.

Evidence:

C on t i n u u m o f Te a c h i n g P r a c t i c e
The Continuum of Teaching Practice is not designed for use as a stand-alone observation or evaluation instrument.
Developed in collaboration with the CCTC, CDE and New Teacher Center. Revised June 2014.
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Standard 6 CSTP: Developing as a Professional Educator
Element 6.3 – Collaborating with colleagues and the broader professional community to support teacher and student learning

Evidence of Practice: Understanding that the levels become increasingly complex and sophisticated while integrating the skills of previous levels, what examples
from your teaching practice and students’ performance inform your self-assessment? 1) Record detail of evidence discussed 2) Assess level of practice 3) Date

TEACHER

Emerging

Exploring

Attends staff, grade level,
department, and other required
meetings and collaborations.

Consults with colleagues to
consider how best to support
teacher and student learning.

Identifies student and teacher
resources at the school and
district level.

Begins to identify how to access
student and teacher resources
in the broader professional
community.

Is aware of district guidelines in
regard to using paraeducators,
tutors, and volunteers within
the educational setting.

Consults with colleagues and
supervisors to provide guidance
and direction to paraeducators,
tutors, and volunteers.

Applying

Collaborates with colleagues
through a continuum of
support to improve student
MFBSOJOHBOESFìFDUPOUFBDIJOH
practice at the classroom level.
Interacts with members of
the broader professional
community to access
resources that support teacher
effectiveness and student
learning.
Provides guidance and
direction to paraeducators,
tutors, and volunteers.

Integrating

Collaborates, consults, and
co-teaches with colleagues to
expand impact on teacher and
student learning within grade
or department and school and
district levels.
Engages with members of
the broader professional
community to access resources
and a wide range of supports
for teaching the full range of
learners.
Employs paraeducators,
tutors, and volunteers utilizing
individual strengths matched
with student needs.

Innovating

Facilitates collaboration with
colleagues.
Works to ensure the broadest
positive impact possible on
instructional practice and
student achievement at school
and district levels and for the
profession.
Initiates and develops
professional learning
opportunities with the broader
professional community focused
on student achievement.
%FTJHOTXPSLQMBOTBOE
collaborative models for
working with paraeducators,
tutors, and volunteers.

Evidence:

C on t i n u u m o f Te a c h i n g P r a c t i c e
The Continuum of Teaching Practice is not designed for use as a stand-alone observation or evaluation instrument.
Developed in collaboration with the CCTC, CDE and New Teacher Center. Revised June 2014.
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Standard 6 CSTP: Developing as a Professional Educator
Element 6.4 – Working with families to support student learning

Evidence of Practice: Understanding that the levels become increasingly complex and sophisticated while integrating the skills of previous levels, what examples
from your teaching practice and students’ performance inform your self-assessment? 1) Record detail of evidence discussed 2) Assess level of practice 3) Date

TEACHER

Emerging

Is aware of the role of the
family in student learning and
the need for interactions with
families.

Exploring

Acknowledges the importance
of the family’s role in student
learning. Seeks information
about cultural norms of
families represented in the
school. Welcomes family
involvement at classroom/
school events.

Applying

Integrating

Innovating

Supports families to contribute
to the classroom and school.
Adjusts communications to
families based on awareness
of cultural norms and wide
range of experiences with
schools. Promotes ongoing
effective feedback systems
between students, families, and
school.

Provides opportunities and
support for families to actively
participate in the classroom
and school. Communicates
to families in ways which
show understanding of
and respect for cultural
norms. Establishes ongoing
effective feedback systems
between students, families, and
school.

Structures a wide range of
opportunities for families to
contribute to the classroom and
school community. Supports a
school/district environment in
which families take leadership
to improve student learning.

Evidence:

C on t i n u u m o f Te a c h i n g P r a c t i c e
The Continuum of Teaching Practice is not designed for use as a stand-alone observation or evaluation instrument.
Developed in collaboration with the CCTC, CDE and New Teacher Center. Revised June 2014.
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Standard 6 CSTP: Developing as a Professional Educator
Element 6.5 – Engaging local communities in support of the instructional program

Evidence of Practice: Understanding that the levels become increasingly complex and sophisticated while integrating the skills of previous levels, what examples
from your teaching practice and students’ performance inform your self-assessment? 1) Record detail of evidence discussed 2) Assess level of practice 3) Date

TEACHER

Emerging

%FWFMPQTBXBSFOFTTBCPVU
local neighborhoods and
communities surrounding the
school.
6TFTΉBWBJMBCMFOFJHICPSIPPE
and community resources in
single lessons.

Exploring

Seeks available neighborhood
and community resources.
Includes references or
connections to communities
in single lessons or sequence of
lessons.

Applying

Integrating

6TFTBWBSJFUZPGOFJHICPSIPPE
and community resources to
support the curriculum.

6UJMJ[FTBCSPBESBOHFPG
neighborhood and community
resources to support the
instructional program,
students, families.

Includes knowledge of
communities when designing
and implementing instruction.

%SBXTGSPNVOEFSTUBOEJOH
of community to improve
and enrich the instructional
program.

Innovating

Collaborates with community
members to increase
instructional and learning
opportunities for students.
Engages students in leadership
and service in the community.
Incorporates community
members into the school
learning community.

Evidence:

C on t i n u u m o f Te a c h i n g P r a c t i c e
The Continuum of Teaching Practice is not designed for use as a stand-alone observation or evaluation instrument.
Developed in collaboration with the CCTC, CDE and New Teacher Center. Revised June 2014.
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Standard 6 CSTP: Developing as a Professional Educator
Element 6.6 – Managing professional responsibilities to maintain motivation and commitment to all students

Evidence of Practice: Understanding that the levels become increasingly complex and sophisticated while integrating the skills of previous levels, what examples
from your teaching practice and students’ performance inform your self-assessment? 1) Record detail of evidence discussed 2) Assess level of practice 3) Date
Emerging

TEACHER

%FWFMPQTBOVOEFSTUBOEJOHPG
professional responsibilities.
Seeks to meet required
commitments to students.

Exploring

Maintains professional
responsibilities in timely ways
and seeks support as needed.
%FNPOTUSBUFTDPNNJUNFOU
by exploring ways to address
individual student needs.

Applying

Anticipates professional
responsibilities and manages
time and effort required to
meet expectations.
Pursues ways to support
students’ diverse learning
needs and maintains belief
in students’ capacity for
achievement.

Integrating

Innovating

Integrates the full range of
professional responsibilities
into advanced planning and
prepares for situations that may
be challenging.

Models professionalism and
supports colleagues in meeting
and exceeding professional
responsibilities effectively.

Maintains continual efforts to
seek, develop, and refine new
and creative methods to ensure
individual student learning.

Supports colleagues to
maintain the motivation,
resiliency, and energy to ensure
that all students achieve.

Evidence:

C on t i n u u m o f Te a c h i n g P r a c t i c e
The Continuum of Teaching Practice is not designed for use as a stand-alone observation or evaluation instrument.
Developed in collaboration with the CCTC, CDE and New Teacher Center. Revised June 2014.
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Standard 6 CSTP: Developing as a Professional Educator
Element 6.7 – Demonstrating professional responsibility, integrity, and ethical conduct

Evidence of Practice: Understanding that the levels become increasingly complex and sophisticated while integrating the skills of previous levels, what examples
from your teaching practice and students’ performance inform your self-assessment? 1) Record detail of evidence discussed 2) Assess level of practice 3) Date
Emerging – Exploring – Applying

Follows all state education codes, legal requirements, district and site policies, contractual agreements, and ethical responsibilities.*
* As follows:
t 5BLFTSFTQPOTJCJMJUZGPSTUVEFOUBDBEFNJDMFBSOJOHPVUDPNFT
ɚt*TBXBSFPGPXOQFSTPOBMWBMVFTBOECJBTFTBOESFDPHOJ[FTXBZTJOXIJDIUIFTFWBMVFTBOECJBTFTBìFDUUIFUFBDIJOHBOEMFBSOJOHPG
students.

TEACHER

t "EIFSFTUPMFHBMBOEFUIJDBMPCMJHBUJPOTJOUFBDIJOHUIFGVMMSBOHFPGMFBSOFST JODMVEJOH&OHMJTIMFBSOFSTBOETUVEFOUTXJUITQFDJBM
needs.
t 3FQPSUTTVTQFDUFEDBTFTPGDIJMEBCVTF BOEPSOFHMFDUBTPVUMJOFEJOUIF$BMJGPSOJB$IJME"CVTFBOE/FHMFDU3FQPSUJOH"DU
t .BJOUBJOTBOPOIPTUJMFDMBTTSPPNFOWJSPONFOUBOEDBSSJFTPVUMBXTBOEEJTUSJDUHVJEFMJOFTGPSSFQPSUJOHDBTFTPGTFYVBMIBSBTTNFOU
t 6OEFSTUBOETBOEJNQMFNFOUTTDIPPMBOEEJTUSJDUQPMJDJFTBOETUBUFBOEGFEFSBMMBXJOSFTQPOEJOHUPJOBQQSPQSJBUFPSWJPMFOUTUVEFOU
behavior.
t $PNQMJFTXJUIMFHBMBOEQSPGFTTJPOBMPCMJHBUJPOTUPQSPUFDUUIFQSJWBDZ IFBMUI BOETBGFUZPGTUVEFOUT GBNJMJFT BOEPUIFSTDIPPM
professionals.
t .PEFMTBQQSPQSJBUFCFIBWJPSGPSTUVEFOUT DPMMFBHVFT BOEUIFQSPGFTTJPOɚɚ
t "DUTJOBDDPSEBODFXJUIFUIJDBMDPOTJEFSBUJPOTGPSTUVEFOUT
t .BJOUBJOTQSPGFTTJPOBMDPOEVDUBOEJOUFHSJUZJOUIFDMBTTSPPNBOETDIPPMDPNNVOJUZ

Integrating – Innovating

Maintains a high standard
of personal integrity and
commitment to student learning
and the profession in all
circumstances.
Contributes to building
professional community and
holding peers accountable to
norms of respectful treatment and
communication.
Contributes to fostering a school
culture with a high degree of
resilience, professional integrity,
and ethical conduct.
'BDJMJUBUFTDPOìJDUSFTPMVUJPOBOE
consensus building for improving
programs, services, and outcomes.
Encourages students to selfadvocate.

Evidence:

C on t i n u u m o f Te a c h i n g P r a c t i c e
The Continuum of Teaching Practice is not designed for use as a stand-alone observation or evaluation instrument.
Developed in collaboration with the CCTC, CDE and New Teacher Center. Revised June 2014.
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